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Transatlantic Relations in the Context of U.S.-China Rivalry

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
•

Since the end of World War II, the United States, Western Europe and allied countries
have all served as the pillar of what is known as the liberal world order and the very core
of the global economy. Transatlantic ties exerted a profound impact on global politics
for a couple of decades throughout the twentieth century. Yet since the end of the Cold
War, Western states started to gradually lose their position to Asia and its ever-growing
economic dynamics, chiefly with the rising power of China. A steady leaning towards
the Indo-Pacific region triggered the necessity to revise a list of U.S. security priorities albeit to the detriment of Europe’s position.

•

Due to the growing role of China and Asia in US foreign policy, the future of some
US military initiatives in Europe is being questioned. This primarily applies to EDI
(European Deterrence Initiative) implemented after the Russian aggression against
Ukraine in 2014, and the permanent military presence in Germany. In April 2020,
US Secretary of Defense Mark Esper announced plans to transfer some of the funds
allocated to EDI to finance a wall at the border with Mexico. In June 2020, President
Donald Trump announced that he was going to withdraw 9.5 thousand. soldiers
stationed in bases located in Germany. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo concluded
that it was needed to reduce the threat from China to Asian countries and that it was
possible to move troops to this region. The issue is still developmental and the plans
themselves met with resistance from both the Democratic and Republican circles, but
the trend itself is negative for the transatlantic relationship.

•

Most EU states do not see China as a military threat, eyeing it rather as a “systemic
rival,” with its values or high-tech solutions being primarily concerned. Yet
economically, China comes as a key ready market and the core source of capital. Seeing
China through the very prism of trade deals is tantamount to many EU senior officials
being somewhat skeptical over getting directly involved in the U.S.-China feud. In line
with that, the European Union should follow what could be named as its „own way”
and get on with each side on its terms.

•

Some EU countries, however, exhibit growing support for a far more assertive stance
towards China. This stems for a slew of reasons, including Beijing’s investments
throughout Europe, its spreading of disinformation, unequal terms of economic
cooperation, or human rights abuse. What yet remains a top priority for EU states are
fair trade conditions, public aid for enterprises or clear-cut rules for capital flow.

•

6
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•

For Washington, China is a far more complex challenge than the Soviet Union was
in the past. Unlike the U.S. Cold War-era staunch rival, Beijing boasts wide potential
to threaten its military as well as high-tech and economy. With China’s ongoing nuclear
and military build-up alongside its dense economic ties, any plausible conflict could
hint losses not acceptable to either party. Thus high-tech solutions, trade and financial
markets remain the chief arena of competition between the world’s biggest powers.

•

If the United States seeks to safeguard its national interest in the long term, it must
tighten cooperation with its allies, both in Europe and outside. With NATO’s adapted
stance and its cooperation with the EU to face Chinese and Russian feats as a vital
prerequisite, Western nations are poised to preserve their decisive influence
on international affairs.

•

A strong transatlantic partnership is preponderant for both the United States
and European countries. U.S. forces have guaranteed stability and security in Europe
since the end of World War II, and Russia’s 2014 aggression of Ukraine only
emboldened the North Atlantic Alliance’s need to show its deterrence ability. If U.S.
troops quit the Old Continent, this could prompt a reset in ties between Russia
on the one hand, and France, Germany, Italy, and other Western European countries
on the other. Those that could have too much to lose would be the EU and NATO eastern
states as well as their former Soviet peers.

•

EU-U.S. economic tensions are inevitable, with these two’s competitive stances
in the pursuit of dominance in top high-tech areas. Both U.S. and EU authorities should
take effort to settle an outstanding dispute within the WTO while sustaining the free
flow of goods, capital, and services.

•

Senior officials on both sides of the Atlantic should seek to deepen cooperation
in areas like intellectual property, technology standardization, and combating unfair
competition. In their long-term goal, they should team up to establish united digital
economies, aimed at bringing together any democratic states while applying a set
of adequate security tools and respecting some core ethical principles.

•

Likewise, the emerging 5G network infrastructure should rely on both solutions
and gear offered by trusted suppliers from democratic states. With this, ICT firms
in the West could reassert their leading market position while offering high-quality
and secure solutions. By restricting Huawei’s share in the Europe-wide 5G market
to the greatest extent possible, EU countries would have yet another argument
to sustain robust partnership with the United States in areas like military or intelligence.

•

If Europe looks to uphold its credible image in the eyes of Washington, it must scrap
the Nord Stream 2 energy pipeline project that is detrimental to security of Central
and Eastern European countries. What is a sensible path towards Europe’s energy
diversification and deeper transatlantic ties is an increase in imports of U.S.-sourced
and price-competitive liquefied natural gas.
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•

The United States should stick to its commitments in Europe not only for the sake
of transatlantic solidarity, but also for its own interests. The U.S. military presence
throughout Europe is a must to retain power projection both there and in North Africa.
U.S. military bases and their stabilizing influence should come as one of the top
arguments in favor of a U.S.-friendly policy as pursued by NATO’s Eastern Flank
countries. If Washington ordered to pull out its troops of Europe, in either a total
or a partial withdrawal, this could carve out a comfortable niche for Russian-designed
security architecture throughout the region while diminishing U.S. political impact
on European states.

•

European countries should submit a constructive response to Washington’s call to reach
their NATO spending pledges to 2 percent of national GDP. By boosting Europe’s actual
military capabilities, they would ease any burden they are now bearing to ensure
security. In this, European states would build their strategic autonomy based on a set
of specific actions to support the cooperative security system yet not in the opposition
to the United States.

•

U.S. military presence in Europe and NATO’s nuclear sharing program are indispensable
to nurture credible security guarantees for the Alliance’s eastern flank countries. If any
political difference prevented Washington from keeping its current number of troops
throughout Germany, an optimal solution would be to redeploy them eastwards
to Poland, Romania, and the Baltics.

•

If U.S. officials actually decided to restrict the country’s military presence on European
soil, France, Germany, and the United Kingdom could at least partially fill in the gap
with their own forces. In it, new contingents should be added to the Baltic States that
are most vulnerable to a Russian attack. If actually occurred, this could strengthen
a sense of security throughout the region while erasing any impression of NATO forces
quitting the Alliance’s Eastern Flank.

•

Poland could become part of the NATO-led nuclear sharing program as the country
is soon bound to receive a batch of F-35 jets capable of carrying the B61 nuclear bomb.
That could considerably boost security on the Alliance’s eastern flank while making
an outstanding example of understanding any concerns over Russia’s policy in the postSoviet area.

•

What was a key to U.S. success worldwide was its ability to forge new alliances
and create institutions that would both bring stability and shield Washington’s interests.
Referred to as soft power, the intangible element has yet visibly lost momentum over
the past few years.
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•

U.S. top officials should work towards an explicit goal: to rebuild political confidence
and revive a positive view of Washington’s role. This would require comeback
to multilateral policy seeking to forge a dialogue with EU allies in key security areas and
others, seen as less spectacular - albeit still relevant - sectoral issues.

•

If Euro-Atlantic states do not align their policies, both China and the Russian Federation
would have ample room for maneuver. With their revisionist longings, both Beijing
and China will strive for double decoupling in transatlantic ties. In its core, that would
make Europe totally independent of the United States, with the skilful use of any
chasms and rifts that already exist between EU countries. A divided Europe could
present itself as a far less demanding competitor, allowing both China and Russia
to pursue their interests without being at risk from any intervention from outside.

•

Poland, Romania, and the Baltic countries are now amongst the most avid proponents
of the North Atlantic Alliance and the U.S. military presence in Europe. Since 2014, they
have tightened cooperation with the United States with an array of joint initiatives.
What might complement military partnership is the Three Seas Initiative, a forum
of twelve EU states along an axis from the Baltic Sea to the Adriatic Sea and the Black
Sea in Central and Eastern Europe, created back in 2015 to send a stimulus to their
joint economic projects. The Three Seas Initiative could to a great extent contribute
to regional security through any efforts to diversify energy resources and become
independent of Russian deliveries, as well as build modern digital infrastructure. Also,
it could become incremental for transatlantic relations in the foreseeable future.

•

With Beijing’s rising economic grip on Europe within its Belt and Road and 17+1 subregional projects, the Three Seas Initiative might turn into a tool for mitigating Chinese
progress. Likewise, it could offer an inclusive mechanism to implement infrastructure
projects throughout the region. If Euro-Atlantic countries and their Japanese and South
Korean peers forge multilateral partnership, this could present an attractive alternative
to what Beijing offers.
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INTRODUCTION

T

hroughout the twentieth century, the
Euro-Atlantic zone underpinned both
the global economy and the liberal
world order. A slew of both institutions
and norms that came into existence past
World War II on the U.S. initiative yet
with Western European support created
some attractive opportunities for both the
winning coalition and a group of newly
emerging states that joined the club. The
best example of how the Western system
was inclusive was when Chinese, Japanese
and South Korean economies spectacularly
grew into importance, though both
Beijing and Tokyo remained hostile to
the United States throughout different
periods of the twentieth century. The
U.S.-European alliance proved extremely
useful in providing security and stability
for the region. It led its countries towards
a landslide victory over Nazi Germany
and then the Soviet Union while opening
a short-time chapter when the United
States and its allies enjoyed a somewhat
indeniable advantage. Once stabilized
there, integration processes throughout
Europe could only advance, allowing the
European Union, one of the world’s most
interesting political initiatives, to flourish.
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Throughout the first two decades of the
twenty-first century, there emerged more
and more fissures in transatlantic ties
amid distinct perception of the world’s
environment and economic rivalry.
The rise of China’s military and economic
might pose one of the toughest challenges
for the United States, the liberal world
order and transatlantic ties as such.
The past decade has seen a gradual
reorientation of the U.S. strategy toward
the Indo-Pacific region where top
opportunities, challenges, and threats
are being identified. Politically, these
gathered momentum shortly after Donald
Trump took office. He has committed
himself to review the rules of cooperation
with European allies and pursue a more
assertive policy towards China. The
Washington-Beijing clash worldwide has
morphed into the leitmotiv of any efforts
made by the U.S. administration yet with
their still-unresolved outcome. As the U.S.
position somewhat weakens, Washington
will be unable to sustain its advantage if
deprived of support from its key NATO and
EU allies.
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Like the United States, China, and Japan,
Europe remains at heart of the world’s
economic and high-tech industries while
making a profound impact on the situation
globally. Coordinating mutual efforts whether these be linked to investment,
trade, technology transfers and its
standardization - would be crucial for the
world’s economic system and thus the very
outcome of the U.S.-China strife.
With the current level of the economic
interrelatedness, the United States is
simply unable to challenge China without
extra help from elsewhere. If the United
States seeks to secure its national
interest in the long term, it must tighten
cooperation with its allies, both in Europe
and outside. With NATO’s adapted stance
and its cooperation with the EU to face
Chinese and Russian fears as an essential
prerequisite, Western nations are poised
to preserve their decisive influence on
international affairs.
A strong transatlantic partnership is
essential for both the United States and
European countries. U.S. forces have
guaranteed stability and security in Europe
since the end of World War II, and Russia’s
2014 aggression of Ukraine buoyed the
North Atlantic Alliance’s need to show
its deterrence ability. What might turn
arduous for the fate of transatlantic ties
are mounting chasms between allies,
and not just steps taken by the Russian
Federation or China. The ability to keep
stability throughout European will much
hinge on the mere capability to arrive at a
compromise within NATO and transatlantic
ties as such - while globally - the future of
the West as a dominant actor in relations
worldwide.

1

12

The Covid-19 pandemic-generated crisis
further complicates the situation, with
the world’s developed economies seeing
their GDP shrink by 8 percent on average1.
Governments will do their utmost to ensure
a stable economic and social situation
while fighting negative consequences of
the pandemic. The focus on protecting
particular interests may pose a major
hurdle to a transatlantic compromise, as
some might avoid taking a confrontational
stance on China to deepen trade bonds
with Beijing.
The following report offers an analysis
of transatlantic ties through the prism of
the rise in China’s international position
and a series of corresponding shifts in the
world balance of power unfavorable for
the U.S. and Europe. Part I outlines a set
of geopolitical conditions behind any tilts
in the U.S. security strategy as based on
some data from China, Asia, and Western
states. This chapter delineates differences
in perception between European countries
and the U.S. and their sources based on
the analysis of strategic documents and
political discourse. Part II refers to the
ever-growing offensive potential of the
Chinese People’s Liberation Army, or PLA,
and any consequences this could bear
for the U.S. stance throughout the IndoPacific. Part III drafts the top challenges for
the North Atlantic Alliance and the bloc’s
mere need to adapt to the U.S.-Chinese
hegemonic confrontation. Besides a purely
descriptive part, the chapter puts forward
a number of solutions to the existing
problems, as these could pave the way for
both long-lasting and robust ties.

World Economic Outlook Update: A Crisis Like No Other, An Uncertain Recovery, IMF, June 2020, https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/
WEO/Issues/2020/06/24/WEOUpdateJune2020
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Part IV explores the key issue of the rollout
of the fifth generation (5G) telecoms
network, with Chinese tech giant Huawei
being a top gear supplier. This buoys a
raft of structural problems in transatlantic
ties while serving as an opportunity to
consolidate Western countries around
democracy-based digital economies.
In Part V, the author focuses on U.S.European relations that so far has been the
pillar of the world economy. In particular,
this refers to areas like a transatlantic
dispute over support for Europe’s Airbus
and U.S. rival Boeing, trade war or a clash
over digital taxes.
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Part VI provides an insight into the
normative dimension of transatlantic
bonds that had decisive impact on creating
a sense of community amid Western
societies. With the surge of communist
China, Western states need to respond
adequately, by taking action to defend the
world order that is based on human rights
and respect for the law.
Part VII drafts out Washington’s ties with
its Central and Eastern European peers, or
one of the core elements of transatlantic
relations. Further on, the author portrays
what is known as the Three Seas
Initiative, a forum that could morph into
a critical tool for subduing China’s might
regionwide.
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I

GEOPOLITICAL CONTEXT -

THE CHANGING BALANCE OF POWER

S

ince the end of World War II, the United States,
Western Europe and allied countries have served
as the pillar of what is known as the liberal world
order and the very core of the global economy. With
free trade principles under the GATT/WTO system
as well as the internationalization of production, Western
countries won a certain advantage over other players whether this be technological or economic. Transatlantic
partnership flourished, allowing the bloc to notch up
a peaceful victory over the Soviet Union and communism,
followed by the demise of the Iron Curtain
and the German reunification whilst Central and Eastern
Europe broke the chains of Moscow’s decades-long
domination. The former socialist states that Soviet Union
had until recently held firmly in its clutches earned a new
possibility: to choose their fate and follow the West. With
this „unipolar moment”2 came another idea, particularly
popular with Western officials and journalists, under
which liberal democracy and the West-made model
of development are something that is destined for
victory. As it turned out, the last three decades showed
that the early 1990s optimism, the faith in the end
of history3 and China’s ongoing democratic processes
relied upon nothing but erroneous premises. The liberal
world order failed to take on a universal nature; instead,
it began to lose momentum as fissures occurred

2
3
4

5
6

between Western powers. What served as a driving force
behind all this was the never-before-seen rise in China’s
economic power: in just four decades, the country
topped as the world’s second-biggest power. Quite
contrary to what some would say about Western
modernization theories4, China refused to tread a path
of both political and social liberalization as its society’s
wealth and the country’s integration with the world’s
economy continued. Not only did the Communist Party
of China refrain from carrying through a raft of sweeping
democratic reforms: since Xi Jinping took office, Beijing
saw a tilt towards conservatism and steadily drew away
from a collective model of leadership5. The country’s
communist authorities look to back the allied bloc
of authoritarian states and impair the human rights
protection system. Thus if Chinese influence worldwide
is to grow, the existing world order will be in trouble.
In it and with the Donald Trump administration’s
narrative, some tend to portray the ongoing strife for
influence worldwide as a new „clash of civilizations6.”
For Washington, China comes as a far more complex
challenge than the Soviet Union was in the past. Unlike
the U.S. Cold War-era staunch rival, Beijing boasts wide
potential to threaten its military as well as high-tech
and economy.

Charles Krauthammer, The Unipolar Moment, Foreign Affairs, vol. 70, no. 1, 1990, p. 23–33.
Francis Fukuyama, The End of History?, The National Interest, no. 16, 1989, p. 3–18.
Ronald Inglehart and Christian Wenzel, Modernization, Cultural Change and Democracy: The Human Development Sequence,
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 2005; Bruce Gilley, China’s Democratic Future: How It Will Happen and Where It Will Lead? New
York: Columbia University Press; Larry Diamond, Developing Demoracy: Toward Consolidation, Baltimore:
John Hopkins University Press, 1999.
Michał Bogusz, Jakub Jakóbowski, The Chinese Communist Party and its state Xi Jinping’s conservative turn,
OSW Report 2019, p. 63-105
Read more in the chapterThe Normative Dimension of Transatlantic Relations
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China’s research and development (R&D) expenditure
witnessed a market increase from 1991 to 2017 - from
$13.4 billion to $410 billion while the U.S. spending
rose sharply, from an estimated $237 billion in 1991
to $464 billion in 20177. Chinese businesses are amongst
the world’s biggest firms in areas like the fifth-generation
(5G) technology, artificial intelligence (AI), e-commerce,
photovoltaics, and high-speed railways. With governmentoffered deals, China seeks to become technologically selfsufficient and thus no longer rely on any foreign-based
suppliers. What has occurred in the past four decades
is of topmost importance. China’s homegrown tech
giants - Baidu, Alibaba, and Tencent, collectively referred
to as BAT - are now valued at a combined $1 trillion. There
is also another Chinese tech major, Huawei, that ultimately
seeks to overtake Apple and Samsung as the world’s top
smartphone vendor. Also, Huawei is a leading 5G gear
supplier competing with Nokia and Ericsson for the top
spot. China is more and more interested in the rollout
of the space segment: in June 2020, it successfully put
into orbit the final satellite in its Beidou navigation system,
further advancing the country as a major power in space.
Beijing has an appetite for something more than just
being the workshop of the world. it seeks to place itself
ahead of its competitors, at the very top of the global
supply chain, to eventually join the club of developed
economies. With this tech-related upgrade, China
could bring into the country high-speed economic
growth with a simultaneous decline in its use of cheap
workforce and mass-scale resources mobilization
in a move that would eventually deplete both formulas.
If China’s gross domestic product (GDP) per capita
aligns with that of developed countries, Beijing will
de facto oust the United States as the world’s leading
power. The country’s per-capita GDP reached $10,000;
by contrast, U.S. GDP per capita totals over $60,0008.
For the authorities in Beijing, the country’s continuous
push for developing its high-tech segments stands
as a strategic imperative, poised to impel the stability
of the current political system and China’s chance
of becoming a global superpower.

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

16

Unlike in the Cold War-era time, China is highly
integrated with the economies of the United States,
Europe and other developed states. Thus any attempts
to impose economic isolation on Beijing would trigger
heavy losses for producers and consumers in the West.
Since the 1990s, a substantial portion of industrial
production that required much workforce has been
relocated to China. Likewise, China-based businesses
could generate massive export surplus, while
transnational corporations noted a dramatic decrease
in their production costs, and consumers could
purchase lower-priced items. A driving force behind
the world’s economy were economic ties with China
alongside free access to Beijing-owned industries, its
capital and markets. Also, China’s total trade in goods
had jumped to $4.6 billion, making it the world’s
biggest exporter. Beijing stands amongst the top
trade partners for the United States ($558 billion
as of 2019), the European Union (€560 billion in 2019),
and Japan ($327 billion). Besides, China is the world’s
biggest market for items like semiconductor chips/
microprocessors (60 percent)9 and industrial robots
(36 percent)10 whilst accounting for 17–25 percent
of Apple’s revenues11 as well as those of Boeing
(22 percent as of 2018)12 or Intel (28 percent)13.
At the time of the coronavirus pandemic, some argued
to “decouple” Europe’s and U.S. economies from that
of China: these slogans, albeit politically enticing, are
unlike to happen in the medium term. Yet the process
would need much money, with consumers being keen
to bear the whole brunt. In democracy-guided Western
political systems, such urge for „decoupling” could be
tantamount to their leaders losing theirs seats.
Asia is crucial for the U.S. policy because of the positive
development trend spreading regionwide, not only
in China. „With $1.9 trillion in two-way trade, our futures
are inextricably intertwined”14 the U.S. Department
of State wrote in its strategy. According to IMF data,
back in 1990, the share of developing countries
in global GDP, or PPP, was 36.32 percent, while that
of OECD states hitting the remaining 63.68 percent.

Paweł Paszak, China’s technological transformation and the future of Sino-American competition, Polish Journal of Political Science,
2019, vol. 5, no. 2, p. 102-110.
GDP per capita (current US$), World Bank, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.CD
China’s Semiconductor Industry: 60% of the global semiconductor consumption, Daxue Consulting, March 26 2020, https://
daxueconsulting.com/chinas-semiconductor-industry/
Press Release, International Federation of Robotics, September 18 2019.
Felix Richter, The Size of Apple’s China Business, Statista, February 18 2020, https://www.statista.com/chart/13246/apple-chinarevenue/.
Will Horton, Boeing And China Need To Make Up For Lost Time In Aircraft Sales As U.S.-China Trade War Eases, Forbes, January 29
2020, https://www.forbes.com/sites/willhorton1/2020/01/29/boeing-and-china-need-to-make-up-for-lost-time-in-aircraft-sales-as-uschina-trade-war-eases/#5d0a259b3351
Intel’s net revenue by country from 2011 to 2019https://www.statista.com/statistics/263560/net-revenue-of-intel-by-region-since-2006/
Department of State, A Free and Open Indo-Pacific: Advancing a Shared Vision, November 4 2019.
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The years that followed brought a visible shift, with
the rise of developing countries and its bigger share
in the economy worldwide. In late 2007 and early 2008,
this surpassed 50 percent whilst its level rose gradually
between 2008 and 2018 before attaining 40.75 percent
in 201815. Between 1990 and 2018, thus for roughly
three decades, Western countries saw their economic
advantage dwindle by more than 20 percent. Asia’s
most promising economies - China, Bangladesh, India,
Indonesia, Malaysia, and Vietnam - will see a further
uptick, albeit to the detriment of developed economies.
This could arise from growing demographic trends
in many Asian states. India is forecast to overtake
China as the most populous country in 2027, according
to the UN’s 2019 World Population Prospects report.16
Likewise, population of ASEAN countries is likely to go
up from 664 million in 2020 to 741 million in 2035.
With a projected addition of China, India, Japan, South
Korea, and Australia, the region will be inhabited by 4
billion people out of 8.85 billion global residents.17 China
is excluded from this trend as the country is poised
to see the fall in the number of its working population
and growth of its elderly population18.
That is what prevailed in 2011 when in her article for
Foreign Policy, then U.S. Secretary of State Hillary
Clinton announced a new strategic pivot towards Asia
and what she identified as America’s Pacific Century19.
In it, the future of politics remains in the hands
of in the Asia-Pacific, and no longer in the EuroAtlantic zone, seen as critical for U.S. further economic
and military growth. In U.S. perception, the whole focus
swayed from Europe towards the Indo-Pacific that
brings together Washington’s top allies (Australia, Japan,
South Korea, and Taiwan), some emerging powers,
like India or Indonesia, as well as dire threats - China
and North Korea. Through both the Indian and Pacific
Oceans there run key trade lanes from Asia into Europe,
North America, and the Middle East. Their waters will
turn into somewhat an arena of struggle for the navies
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

of the region’s top powers. What will be key for the final
outcome is India that holds a major position in the Indian
Ocean alongside critical sea lines of communication,
or SLOCs, running from the Middle East. India, which has
enormous growth potential, is forecast to stand amongst
the world’s three biggest economies by 205020.
Adding India to the U.S. coalition, aimed at balancing
a threat from China, would be a breakthrough move,
comparable to the China-U.S. tactical alliance forged
back in the 1970s.
The tilt towards Asia gained momentum after Donald
Trump took office in January 2017. Holding high
the banner of Make America Great Again, the then
president-to-be sought to buoy both inaction and naivety
of earlier leaders in their stance on China. In eighteen
months, between July 2018 and May 2019, the Donald
Trump administration imposed tariffs on more than $360
billion of Chinese goods, with duties stretching between
10 percent and 25 percent. Amid trade strains with China,
the Trump administration has targeted Huawei and other
Chinese firms, including ZTE, with sanctions and bans21.
In the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA), U.S.
officials authorized a historic $738 billion in defense
spending in 2020, up from $662 billion in 201722.
A set of far-reaching shifts also occurred in how
Washington eyes both China and the international
community. In its National Security Strategy, China
was referred to as a „revisionist power,”23 and in its
papers, the U.S. Congress outlined an array of threats
that China’s both conventional24 and nuclear25
weapons program might pose. Beijing is no longer
viewed as a „responsible stakeholder”26, but
as a strategic opponent that could threaten the U.S.
primacy worldwide. U.S. decision-making circles
eventually reached a bipartisan consensus, agreeing
on actions to alleviate China’s rising might. Tensions
between Beijing and Washington are now on the rise
yet with their sources not being restricted to Trump’s

GDP based on PPP, share of world, International Monetary Fund, http://www.imf.org
United Nations, World Population Prospects 2019: Highlights, June 2019, https://population.un.org/, accessed: 02.05.2020
ASEAN+6 Population Forecast: Global Share, Aging and Dependency Ratio, www.miti.gov.my
Zhang X., Yang J., Wang S., China has reached the Lewis turning point, China Economic Review, Vol. 22, No. 4, 2011, 542-554.
Hillary Clinton, America’s Pacific Century, Foreign Policy, 2011
PwC, The Long View: How will the global economic order change by 2050? February 2017.
Paweł Paszak, China-U.S. Trade War: Origins, Course And Consequences, Warsaw Institute Special Report, February 4 2020, https://
warsawinstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/China-U.S.-Trade-War.-Origins-Course-and-Consequences-Warsaw-Institute-report.
pdf
The White House, President Donald J. Trump Is Fulfilling His Promise to Rebuild Our Nation’s Military and Support Our Troops,
December 2019, https://www.whitehouse.gov/
The White House, National Security Strategy of the United States of America, 2017, p. 25
US Department of Defense, Annual Report to Congress: Military and Security Developments Involving the People’s Republic of China
2019.
US Department of Defense, Nuclear Posture Review, 2018, p. 2
Robert Zoellick, Whither China? From Membership to Responsibility, Remarks to the National Committee on U.S.-China Relations,
September 21, 2005 New York City, https://www.ncuscr.org/sites/default/files/migration/Zoellick_remarks_notes06_winter_spring.pdf
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tenure. Whoever wins the U.S. presidential runoff
later this year, the United States will maintain its
confrontational course towards China. With his victory,
Joe Biden is unlikely to redefine any U.S. policy goals,
but he could modify the way these are attained.
The China-U.S. systemic rivalry is poised to dominate
the first half of the twenty-first century.
The sweeping SARS-CoV-2 pandemic further
exacerbated China-U.S. tensions, with each side
building a narrative to blame its rival for the dead.
As U.S. coronavirus deaths topped 130,00027,
the Donald Trump administration took an intense
diplomatic offensive to credit the People’s Republic
of China for the ongoing pandemic. Washington took
on a harsher course both amid the spread of the novel
virus and the U.S. presidential campaign. Washington’s
ties with Beijing have long been a top issue in what
the Donald Trump administration says as well
as messages from Joe Biden, his Democratic Party
opponent. Under the incumbent president’s narrative,
he is the sole politician to be able to pursue a tough
policy on China and thus shield U.S. vital interests.
The November 2020 presidential run-off will prompt
a sterner policy towards China. Also, Donald Trump
could no longer boast positive economic indicators
to create a narrative on how his policy is effective.
According to IMF forecasts, economic downturn
is poised to reach 8 percent28. The incumbent leader
will aspire to convince U.S. voters that he is the only
official to keep a harsh policy on China and that Beijing
eyes Biden’s election as a „perfect scenario.”
Whilst Washington has put its China-oriented policy
goals on the table, the EU’s stance is somewhat
ambiguous. What mirrors best the bloc’s complex
approach is EU-China – A Strategic Outlook,
a European Commission paper from March 2019 that
points to Beijing’s array of roles in the European policy.
Sometimes China is referred to as a „cooperation
partner” - if its interests align with Chinese ones and otherwise, it comes as a „negotiating partner” all
where a compromise is needed29.

Likewise, China stands out as an „economic
competitor” and a „systemic rival,” the document
reads. Under the EU perspective, the Brussels-Beijing
rivalry touches upon areas like economy, technology
and normative issues. The core purpose is far from
gaining hegemony or military might, but rather
to preserve a competitive advantage of EU-based
business and oust or curb China’s political influence
throughout the bloc. In June 2020, Josep Borrell,
High Representative of the European Union for
Foreign Affairs and Security Policy, said the Chinese
authorities „do not have military ambitions and they
do not want to use force and participate in military
conflicts” in a movethat somewhat corroborated such
way of thinking30. In early June, he went on to say
that „we don’t have to choose [between the US
and China],” stating that the EU has no intention
of taking Washington’s side, at least not explicitly.
Unlike the United States, the European Union is not
homogeneous whilst witnessing an array of interests
or viewpoints, often one standing against another.
With a complex decision-making process, twentyseven member countries often fight an uphill battle
to work out a common stance. Brussels lacks united
and effective leaders - as those in the United States,
China, or the Russian Federation - and this is what
is a hurdle for the bloc’s adequate foreign policy.
Besides, amid the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, deep
downturns are foreseen in the Euro area, with
a projected economic slump of 10.2 percent of GDP
later in 202031. In some countries, governments will do
their utmost to ensure a stable economic and social
situation while fighting negative consequences
of the pandemic. Thus, any efforts to take
on a confrontational course on China seem unlikely. But
China-based businesses represent an overwhelming
threat to European industries while Chinese market
is of top significance for a number of German or French
firms. For example, throughout 2019, Germany’s
Volkswagen delivered 3 million vehicles to China,
or six times more than to Germany and twice as much
as to whole Europe32.

27 US National Center for Health Statistics, Provisional death counts, www.cdc.gov
28 World Economic Outlook Update: A Crisis Like No Other, An Uncertain Recovery, IMF, June 2020, https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/
WEO/Issues/2020/06/24/WEOUpdateJune2020
29 European Commission and HR/VP contribution to the European Council EU-China – A strategic outlook 12 March 2019, p. 1.
30 EU-China Strategic Dialogue: Remarks by High Representative/Vice-President Josep Borrell at the press conference, EU External Action
Service, June 09 2020, https://eeas.europa.eu/headquarters/headquarters-homepage/80639/eu-china-strategic-dialogue-remarkshigh-representativevice-president-josep-borrell-press_en
31 Crisis Like No Other, An Uncertain Recovery. World Economic Outlook Update, IMF, June 2020, https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/
WEO/Issues/2020/06/24/WEOUpdateJune2020
32 Henk Bekkerm 2019 (Full Year) Global: Volkswagen Sales Worldwide, January 13 2020, https://www.best-selling-cars.com/brands/2019full-year-globale-volkswagen-sales-worldwide/
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China remains by far the most important market for
German car manufacturers like BMW or Mercedes.
In 2019, EU-based companies exported €193 billion
worth of goods to China33 in a move that portrays their
robust trade ties. A strong economic bond between
China and Europe means that any comeback to positive
growth trend on the Old Continent in the absence
of Asia’s most important market will be extremely
difficult. What stands as a top hurdle for WashingtonBrussels rapprochement are German lobbyists from
industrial circles.
There are major differences within the EU, as well
as between Washington and Europe’s top capitals,
including Berlin, Paris, and Rome. For these three,
in its policy, Washington is pushing for aligning Europe
to its raison d’état - and in contrast to the bloc’s
economic pursuits. Washington and Brussels differ
in areas like Huawei’s share in the rollout of the 5G
telecoms network, a stance on Russia, the Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action, or JCPOA, known
commonly as the Iran nuclear deal, the Nord Stream
2 energy pipeline, and customs policy. Added to that
are personal ties and Donald Trump’s unilateral
stance on solving security-related issues. Personal
spats have emerged apparent in the U.S. president’s
relations with German Chancellor Angela Merkel while
weighting on the whole Washington-EU bond.
In line with the U.S. white paper, the Indo-Pacific
region overtook Europe as a region of critical
strategic importance. Despite that, as the world’s
third-biggest power, the European Union serves
a preponderant role whilst its support will hinge much
on the outcome of the confrontation with China. But
with conflict-generated unacceptable costs, economy
and technology are a key arena for a struggle for
hegemony. Whether U.S. initiatives are successful
could in a great extent rely upon support from
democratic states.
Efforts to internationalize production forged
a hefty link between the economy of China
and that of Western states in a move that crippled
Washington’s strategic choices. While economic
isolation was an option with the relatively separate
systems of the Soviet Union and the U.S.,

Washington has now its hands tied while trying
to apply a similar solution to China. In the Cold War
era, the policy of containment required that a wide
bloc of U.S.-influenced countries align their further
steps. But a network of economic intertwines is now
dense, and a comparable strategy would trigger
far-reaching costs for virtually everyone involved.
Moreover, the U.S. influence on its allies is now
weaker: Russia is no longer seen as a serious threat,
putting Washington’s security guarantees somewhat
aside. Difficulties with the potential use of economic
instruments are also evident for the United States
itself. In 2018–2019, the bilateral trade between
the United States and China dropped by some $100
billion, with the former’s having been able to narrow
its trade deficit with the Asian country by $75 billion.
Notwithstanding that, U.S.-China trade numbers hit
$559 billion in 2019, with Beijing remaining by far
the biggest market for U.S. industry and items like
semiconductor chips (Intel, Qualcomm, AMD, Micron),
aircraft and aviation equipment (Boeing), automotive
vehicles (Tesla, Ford), or electronic devices (Apple).
With these in mind, it is impossible to implement
a strategy that would mirror the U.S. one toward
the Soviet Union in the Cold War time. Any further
steps shall restrain their scope whilst focusing
on areas of utmost significance for China’s economic
growth and its tech-linked transformation. What
should be the priority goal is to maintain economic
ties between EU states and the United States – as this
fits all - with simultaneous efforts to impede any
Chinese activity that might put these at peril. The U.S.
authorities hold a firm grip to hamper technology
transfers, maintain a decisive influence on technical
standards, and bar key businesses from flourishing.
Yet to attain that, they need to go hand in hand
with their EU allies. The fate of transatlantic ties will
depend on how countries are capable of reaching
a compromise to take on somewhat a coherent
stance on China. Common values, culture, and history
are all key elements in U.S.-EU relations yet if these
two leave their material interests unsecured, their
importance will touch upon nothing but discourse.

33 European Commission, China, https://ec.europa.eu/
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II

U.S. AND CHINA
MILITARY CHALLENGE

F

or the United States, the rise in China’s
conventional and nuclear stockpile is far more
serious threat that global terrorism or Russia’s
feats. In 2019, Beijing was amongst the world’s biggest
defense spenders as it had allocated $266 billion34
in military, thus more than a combined expenditure
of the Russian Federation ($65 billion), Germany ($51
billion), France ($52 billion), United Kingdom ($50
billion), and Italy ($26 billion)35. That is still a third
of what the United States earmarked for military
purposes ($718 billion) yet this exhibits a tendency
that is not to Washington’s liking, especially with U.S.
forces being dispersed worldwide and China’s People’s
Liberation Army, PLA, remaining geographically
concentrated. In fact, Beijing’s military spending could
rise if to take into account how these two countries’
purchasing power differ one from another. In its report,
Heritage Foundation, a leading U.S. think tank, argues
that the PLA’s budget could be even $70 billion higher
that SIPRI’s budget estimates36.
In the first decade of the twenty-first century, the basic
point for preparation for military struggle, or PMS,
was „modified to winning wars under conditions
of informationization37.” U.S. research centers wrote
much about anti-access/area denial strategy, or A2/AD.

It is aimed at boosting the army’s combat capabilities
to make potential losses unacceptable. According
to a U.S. Department of Defense paper, the A2/AD
strategy is „designed to achieve, deter and counter
any potential third party intervention within a major
conflict theater38.” A gradual boost of the PLA’s
anti-access capabilities comes as an optimal strategy
where the United States and its allies enjoy their
advantage. If pursued successfully, this could allow
Beijing to take control of the South China Sea
or attack Taiwan. Both scholars and Chinese officials
refer to this as the „revolution in military affairs,”
or RMA39. A revolution in military affairs is under
way that holds the potential to dramatically change
the character of warfare, with a whole array of digital
and informatized means. The U.S. Desert Storm served
as an example of how to deploy information-related
tools while on the battlefield, and China took it as its
role model. In the second decade of the twenty-first
century, China’s military was orbital around efforts
to put new tech solutions into practice. As stated
in the White Paper on Security (2019), „the application
of cutting-edge technologies such as artificial
intelligence (AI), quantum information, big data, cloud
computing and the Internet of Things is gathering pace
in the military field”40.

34 Military expenditure by country, in constant (2018) US$ m., 1988-2019, Stockholm Peace Research Institute (SIPRI), sipri.org.
35 Military expenditure by country, in constant (2018) US$ m., 1988-2019, SIPRI 2020, https://www.sipri.org/databases/milex
36 Frederico Bartels, China’s Defense Budget in Context: How Under-Reporting and Differing Standards and Economies Distort the Picture,
Heritage Foundation, March 25 2020, https://www.heritage.org/asia/report/chinas-defense-budget-context-how-under-reporting-anddiffering-standards-and-economies
37 The State Council (PRC), China’s Military Strategy, May 2015, s. 6.
38 Military and Security Developments Involving the People’s Republic of China 2019, U.S. Department of Defense, 2019, s. 59.
39 N. Davis, An Information-Based Revolution in Military Affairs, “Strategic Review”, Vol. 24, No. 1, Winter 1996, p. 43–53.
40 The State Council (PRC), China’s National Defense in the New Era, July 2019.
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What also changed was the very significance
of the navy that, once redefined, began to serve
as a pillar of the country’s armed forces alongside its
missile and air forces41. In Chinese strategic papers,
the period between 2035 and 2050 is identified
as the period during which China will become
a prosperous, modern, and strong socialist country with
a “world-class” military42.
Beijing has surged to a nuclear power, with its
dynamic and diverse missile program. Back
in the 1980s, Chinese missiles forces relied on shortand medium-range nuclear warheads. This shifted
in the early 1990s while Beijing got a wide range
of intercontential warheads and a raft of both
conventional and precise missiles. According
to the U.S. Department of Defense, China has between
1,330 and 1,850 missiles, of which 80 percent are
conventional ones. Between 2000 and 2019, China
doubled the number of its nuclear warheads, from
145 to 29043. Importantly enough, Beijing took action
to expand its DF-41 intercontinental ballistic missiles
(ICBM), possibly with an operational range between
10,000 and 15,000 km. With this range, Chinese
missiles are capable of hitting U.S.-based targets, thus
exhibiting how Beijing-made technology is successful.
Beijing is making intense efforts to build up its
medium and intermediate-range missiles like
the DF-21D and the DF-26D. China’s DF-21D anti-ship
ballistic missile (ASBM) is known under its moniker
of an „aircraft carrier killer” (航母杀手) with a range
of 1,500 km. Also, the DF-26 intermediate range
ballistic missile, orIRBM, has a range between 3,000
and 4,000 km, making it well-suited to strike the U.S.
outpost on the second island chain (第二岛链以内),
according to Chinese media outlets44. Intense testfiring efforts took place until April 2018; afterwards,
China’s Central Military Commission (CMC) approved
their entering into service. Here, it is not so much
about their range - earlier versions of the DF-21D
and the DF-26D could reach Guam - but their evergreater precision and dual use.

Likewise, in recent years, the Chinese military has
unveiled its much-discussed DF-17 hypersonic glide
vehicle (HGV). It has a range of 1,800 to 2,500 km.
The weapon should be able to carry both nuclear
and conventional payloads. Unlike other ballistic
missiles, adversary radars would detect HGVs with
less time for an interception to take place before
the payload can reach its target. Back in March 2018,
General John Hyten, Commander of U.S. Strategic
Command, admitted that „we don’t have any defense
that could deny the employment of such a weapon
against us.” China’s DF-17s, DF-26s, and DF-21D are part
of the country’s missile program that was critical for
Washington’s withdrawal from the Intermediate-Range
Nuclear Forces Treaty, or INF, on August 2, 2019.
Importantly enough, Beijing took action to expand its
DF-41 intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBM), possibly
with an operational range between 10,000 and 15,000
km. Beijing did not confirm that until 2014 when missiles
entered their final stages of testing. In April 2017,
the Chinese military formed its first-ever nuclear-capable
brigade that received a batch of 12 DF-41 missiles45,
officially unveiled at the China National Day military
parade on October 1, 2019. With their range, they are
capable of reaching U.S.-based targets, a step that boosts
the PLA’s deterrence and its counterattack capabilities.
Besides, the People’s Liberation Army has been working
on fifth-generation aircraft: the Chengdu J-20 (歼－20
战斗机) the Xian H-20 subsonic stealth bomber,
as well as promoted its cutting-edge fourth-generation
jets like the J-16 and J-10 C. With fifth-generation
aircraft becoming operational, Beijing pushes for three
fundamental goals. First, this is a step towards setting
up powerful air forces, able to compete with the United
States Air Force (USAF), with its F-35 Lightning II
and F-22 Raptor jets combining advanced stealth with
fully fused sensor information. Secondly, if Beijing has
an appetite to create an ocean fleet, it has to purchase
multirole fighter jets that could operate more efficiently
from aircraft carriers that the J-1546.

41
42
43
44

The State Council (PRC), China’s Military Strategy, 2015.
The State Council (PRC), China’s National Defense in the New Era, July 2019.
H. M. Kristensen and M. Korda, Chinese nuclear forces, 2019, “Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists”, Vol. 75, No. 4, 2019, p. 171-178.
大水, 中国东风26可打击关岛基地 却面临美军驻韩萨德威胁; 我东风26导弹号称航母杀手 为何未经海上打靶就入役, 2018年06月16日,
新浪军事, https://mil.sina.cn/sd/2019-01-01/detail-ihqfskcn3090211.d.html?oid=3823182987797064&vt=4&cid=65898
45 洪微：中共东风41导弹再吹牛 泄露重大机密, 大纪元2019年10月19日讯, https://www.epochtimes.com/gb/19/10/19/n11598807.htm
46 M. Chan, China is working on a new fighter jet for aircraft carriers to replace its J-15s, “South China Morning Post”, https://www.scmp.
com/news/china/diplomacy-defence/article/2153803/china-working-new-fighter-jet-aircraft-carriers-replace
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Thirdly, if fifth-generation jets enter into serial
production, this would be a driving force for
the Chinese arms industry. Chinese-made jets could
be sold to authoritarian regimes that are unable
to purchase U.S. or Western military hardware amidst
punitive measures or exorbitant costs.
In late 2019 and early 2020, the Chinese People’s
Liberation Army commissioned its first domestically
designed and built aircraft carrier, the Type 002
Shandong, and the world’s second-biggest nuclearpowered destroyer, the Type 055 Nanchang. By
2049, China’s military leaders have characterized
their goal as becoming a world-class military, able
to project its power throughout the Indo-Pacific
region. This could seriously erode the balance
of military power while undermining the U.S. Navy’s
supremacy it has enjoyed since the end of World War
II. Progress is undoubtable: between 2015 and 2017,
the PLA’s total tonnage remained less than half that
of the U.S. navy, while Chinese shipyards began
a mass production of its Type 055 and 052D vessels.
The Chinese military has an ambitious plan to expand
a fleet of nuclear-powered aircraft carriers (Type 003
and 004), Jin-class ballistic missile submarines (Type
094), Type 054a frigates and missile cruisers (Type
055 and 052D).
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In January 2020, China’s navy commissioned its
biggest and most advanced surface warship yet,
the Type 055 Nanchang guided-missile destroyer.
As of late April, the People’s Liberation Army
had a pair of Type 094 ballistic missile submarine
with a nuclear range of over 7,000 km. According
to a 2020 Congressional Research Service Report,
China will have 360 battle force ships vs. the U.S.
Navy’s 297. The Chinese navy, the report says, will see
425 battle force ships by 2030, a move that could
relatively impact the U.S. projected power throughout
the Indo-Pacific.
How the People’s Liberation Army is poised
to develop its military potential displays some
negative trends for the United States. That is what
indirectly affects transatlantic ties as U.S. senior
officials and military officers show their rising interest
in the Indo-Pacific region.
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III

CHINA AND THE FUTURE OF NATO

W

ith what is known as a policy of containment
in the Cold War era, Europe has come as a key
strategic region in global rivalry with the Soviet
Union. Thus, on April 4, 1949, the United States created
NATO – a project designed to foster stability and promote
wellbeing in the North Atlantic region, and shield Western
Europe and the U.S. from the Soviet threat. The object
of the military bloc, said General Lord Ismay, its first
secretary general, was “to keep Americans in, Germans
downs, and Russians out.” Separately, Europe’s warravaged states were inept to individually resist a potential
Soviet aggression whilst their reliance on U.S. security
guarantees as enshrined in Article 5 of the Washington
Treaty. Former American national security advisor
Zbigniew Brzeziński called the European NATO states
„almost formally America’s protectorate”47. With both
historical ties and strong attachment to democratic values
came a security-based community. The U.S. and Europe
had in common both security interests, as well as an array
of values that stood in opposition to those of Soviet bloc
members48. The North Atlantic Alliance eventually saw
a bloodless victory over the Soviet Union: an abnormal
economic system collapsed throughout the whole Soviet
bloc. The Cold War was over - and so was the threat that
gave rise to the creation of the North Atlantic Alliance.
Some renowned scholars - like John Mearsheimer
or Kenneth Waltz49 - said NATO could be doomed to fall
apart or decline in importance, whilst U.S. troops would
probably quit Europe. Contrary to these, in the 1990s,

the military bloc took on a far more proactive stance
and involved militarily in former Yugoslavia. Since
1999, it has welcomed fourteen new members
in Central and Eastern Europe and the Balkans.
Despite recent successes, NATO is now facing a couple
of existential dilemmas. For Washington, U.S. military
presence is no longer on its list of priorities, but still
serves a major role, chiefly by stabilizing security
regionwide and offering power projection. U.S. officials
look to maintain its image of a reliable ally - as expert
circles in the Indo-Pacific partner states are keeping
a close look on America’s further steps on European
soil. After Russia’s aggression of Ukraine in 2014,
the U.S. military launched an array of initiatives like
the Enhanced Forwards Presence (EFP), the European
Deterrence Initiative, known as EDI, or Atlantic
Resolve. As China and Asia as a whole began to serve
a major role in the U.S. policy, the fate of a plethora
of U.S. military deals is now in limbo. Top challenges
for U.S. security are within the Indo-Pacific borders,
and this is what forces the U.S. military to relocate
troops and military hardware from elsewhere.
With its revisionism-like tendencies, Russia is seen
as a descending power that efficiently utilizes its
somewhat restrained resources. Nonetheless, it is not
a major threat, and its moves could be halted through
a range of available measures50.

47 Zbigniew Brzeziński, Strategic Vision. America and the Crisis of Global Power, New York 2012, p. 12.
48 Karl Deutsch, Political Community and the North Atlantic Area: International Organization in the Light of Historical Experience,
Princeton 1957.
49 John J. Mearsheimer, Back to the Future: Instability in Europe After the Cold War, International Security Vol. 15, No.1, 1991, p. 5–56;
Kenneth N. Waltz, The Emerging Structure of International Politics, International Security, Vol. 18, No.2 1993, p. 44–79
50 James Dobbins, Howard J. Shatz, Ali Wyne, Russia Is a Rogue, Not a Peer; China Is a Peer, Not a Rogue: Different Challenges, Different
Responses, RAND Corporation, October 2018; Michael Pillsbury, China is the Real Threat, Not Russia, Hudson Institute, May 3, 2018
,https://www.hudson.org/research/14317-china-is-the-real-threat-not-russia; Sen. Mitt Romney: China, not Russia, is the greatest threat
to the U.S. (full speech), Deseret News, June 4 2019, https://www.deseret.com/2019/6/4/20674881/sen-mitt-romney-china-not-russia-isthe-greatest-threat-to-the-u-s-full-speech
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Besides, some call for a compromise with Russian
officials to tame Chinese influence worldwide. Despite
these are still few, it is in the U.S. best interest to adapt
the bloc to any challenges that could emerge from
threats that the rise of Chinese power might pose. The
authorities in Washington expect that EU states boost
their defense capabilities to reduce U.S.-borne costs
to mitigate a threat from Russia. With an increase in
Europe’s defense spending could come new military
deals as that could go hand in hand with the interests
of the U.S. arms industry. Also, the U.S. authorities
insist that Europe offer more support in its competition
with China. Due to the limited military potentials,
NATO members, except France and United Kingdom,
are not capable of supporting U.S. forces directly in
the Indo-Pacific. However, it is possible to led indirect
support - by restraining dual-use technology transfers
or banning Chinese tech behemoths like Huawei
or ZTE from entering the European market. In addition
come some extra tools for coordinating investment
policies in developing states - thus being an alternative
to China-based capital.

An important indicator of change in NATO are
also the increasingly frequent statements made by
Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg on China’s role
in international security policy. At a Brussels meeting
on June 26, he said „China has a responsibility
to be part of global arms control arrangements”
referring to Beijing’s refusal to take part in U.S.Russian talks on the New START deal. „We assess
thatwithin a decade, China will have doubled
the number of nuclear warhead,” Stoltenberg was
quoted as saying, adding „that matters for all of us”.
Also, Stoltenberg said the alliance “does not see
China as the new enemy.” Instead, he said, China
has been boosting its influence in the Arctic, Africa,
and cyberspace. He also pointed out the investment
in infrastructure in Europe and the fact that
the combat systems developed by the Chinese
People’s Liberation Army are capable of reaching all
NATO countries and their allies. On April 27, NATO
Secretary-General Jens Stoltenberg has accused
China and Russia of spreading disinformation to break
the bloc’s unity.

The next decades will bring a far more serious
conundrum for the North Atlantic Alliance: a strategic
rivalry between the United States and the People’s
Republic of China. The ability to keep stability
throughout European will much hinge on the mere
capability to arrive at a compromise within NATO
and transatlantic ties as such - while globally
- the future of the West as a dominant actor
in relations worldwide. Despite some rifts in EU-wide
and transatlantic ties, all signs are that countries are
aware of China’s growing power as well as related
perils. In a December 2019 declaration during
a London summit, the leaders of NATO member
states agreed to add a chapter on China - for the first
time in history. At the summit, NATO heads of state
diplomatically declared that China has become
a concern: “we recognize that China’s growing
influence and international policies present both
opportunities and challenges that we need to address
together as an Alliance.” Although an ambiguous
position has been taken, the mere appearance
of China in the text of the declaration is evidence of its
growing role in the alliance strategy.

In the eyes of most European NATO states, China
is first and foremost a challenge for technological
advantage and the liberal world order. More focus
is being placed on threats from disinformation
and cyberattacks. In its June 10, 2020, statement,
the European Commission said that during
the pandemic, „foreign actors and certain
third countries, in particular Russia and China,
have engaged in targeted influence operations
and disinformation campaigns in the EU, its
neighborhood, and globally”51. By directly pointing
out China as a source of disinformation, EU and NATO
member states show their ever-growing critical stance
on the role of Beijing in the international politics.
Yet China is by no means seen through the prism
of military peril, which stands in contrast to what
Washington believes.
French and German officials, who are both aware
of the chasms, are keen to boost their independence
through an array of parallel initiatives under
the umbrella of the Common Security and Defence
Policy, or CSDP.

51 European Commission, Coronavirus: EU strengthens action to tackle disinformation, June 10 2020, https://ec.europa.eu/commission/
presscorner/detail/en/ip_20_1006
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There are some complex reasons behind any
differences in Western European and U.S. stance.
Amongst these could be Washington’s unilateral
view on security as best evidenced by the tenures
of George W. Bush (2000–2008) and Donald Trump
(2017–2021). As the former was in office, the U.S.
Army used military force against Iraq despite vocal
opposition from Germany and France52 and without
any go-ahead from the United Nations Security
Council. Likewise, EU officials looked at Trump’s
decision to quit the Joint Comprehensive Plan
of Action it had signed with Iran53, and halt a military
mission in Syria.
Trump took office in January 2017, riding high
on the wave of slogans like Make America Great
Again and America First. The U.S. leader said the U.S.
security architecture is „outdated,” while Washington’s
unjustified military involvement elsewhere is harmful
for its interests. It is essential, he said, to renegotiate
the existing economic deals and alliances to align them
with the U.S. raison d’état. What came to the fore for
European NATO allies was the politics of 2 percent
of their GDP on defense. In 2017, roughly four of its
members, others than the United States, met the 2
percent guideline: Poland (2.0 percent), Greece (2.4
percent), Estonia (2.0 percent), and United Kingdom
(2.1 percent)54. Two years later, in 2019, there were nine
countries whose defense expenditure totaled 2 percent
of their GDP. In a December 8, 2018, Tweet, Trump wrote
as follows „the idea of a European military didn’t work
out too well in WW I or 2. But the U.S. was there for you,
and always will be. All we ask you is that you pay your
fair share of NATO.” Germany is paying 1% while the U.S.
pays 4.3% of a much larger GDP – to protect Europe”55.

At the NATO summit in Newport (2014), member states
made a pledge to aim at spending 2 percent of their
respective gross domestic products (GDP) on defense
within a decade56. Thus any allegations made by
the Trump administration seem well grounded.
Though Europe remains a critical economic partner
for the United States, Washington circles are more
and more keen to scrap any arguments in favor of U.S.
military presence on European soil. With the rise
of China’s power, U.S. authorities will seek to either
force or convince fellow NATO member states
to take ever-greater possibility to guarantee their
own security. Earlier other U.S. administration had
reprimanded Europe over its financial involvement yet
Trump is much more assertive while formulating these
claims. Back in 2011, outgoing U.S. Defense Secretary
Robert Gates gave a blunt assessment of America’s
military alliance with Europe, saying NATO faces
a „dim, if not dismal” future. “The blunt reality
is that there will be dwindling appetite and patience
in the US Congress... to expend increasingly precious
funds on behalf of nations that are apparently
unwilling to devote the necessary resources or make
the necessary changes to be serious and capable
partners in their own defense,” Gates urged EU states,
somewhat echoing Trump’s stance57. Likewise, whilst
in office, George W. Bush urged that was key to boost
defense spendings58; also, his administration began
to restrain the number of U.S. soldiers in Germany from 72,400 in 2006 to 33,250 in 201859. Saying that
strained ties come from Trump’s policies is somewhat
a simplified message that tends to overlook longlasting support from U.S. political circles.

52 John Gaffney (2004) Highly Emotional States: French-US Relations and the Iraq War, European Security, 13:3, 247-272, DOI:
10.1080/09662830490499966; Thomas Fousberg, German Foreign Policy and the War on Iraq: Anti-Americanism, Pacifism or
Emancipation? Security Dialogue 2005; 36; 213, DOI: 10.1177/0967010605054649
53 Yochi Dreazen, Europe’s fury over Trump’s Iran decision, explained in one word, Vox, https://www.vox.com/world/2018/5/9/17335308/
trump-decertify-iran-nuclear-deal-europe-sanction
54 N. McCarthy, Defense Expanditures of NATO Members Visualised, dostęp: https://www.forbes.com/sites/niallmccarthy/2018/07/10/
defense-expenditure-of-nato-members-visualized-infographic/#350ef2c14cff
55 D. J. Trump (realDonaldTrump) „The Idea of a European Military didn’t work out too well in WW I or 2. But the US was there for you, and
always will be. All we ask you is that you pay your fair share of N1ATO. Germany is paying 1% while the U.S. pays 4.3% of a much larger
GDP – to protect Europe. Fairness!”, 12:52 PM 8 grudnia 2018 r. Tweet.
56 Wales Summit Declaration Issued by the Heads of State and Government participating in the meeting of the North Atlantic Council in
Wales, NATO, Newport 2014.
57 Andrew Bowen, Bound for retirement, Gates gives grim, uncensored view of NATO future, Deutsche Welle, June 10 2011, https://www.
dw.com/en/bound-for-retirement-gates-gives-grim-uncensored-view-of-nato-future/a-15146001
58 Remarks by the President of the United States, George W. Bush to the Atlantic Student Summit, Prague 20 November 2002
59 Ben Knight, US military in Germany: What you need to know, Deutsche Welle, June 16 2020, https://www.dw.com/en/us-military-ingermany-what-you-need-to-know/a-49998340
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A whole debate on how much NATO states should
add to the defense budget hinges on one more thing:
Washington’s need to rethink its military involvement
worldwide. In their reports, some U.S. public60
and non-governmental bodies61 clearly indicated
that any shifts in the Indo-Pacific that could harm
Washington’s interests could ultimately lead to what
they refer to as a „decisive military defeat”62. China’s
ambitious efforts to upgrade its People’s Liberation
Army force U.S. authorities to add more means,
whether these be military, economic or political.
In consequence of Washington’s talks with its allies,
this might be possible to gradually add U.S. troops
to those regions that are of key strategic importance
under the U.S. security strategy. Meanwhile, Europe’s
„no” to U.S.-made terms could morph into a top
argument that would legitimize U.S. military pullout
of Germany, and then Europe.
If European states deliver a constructive response
to these demands, this would boost the alliance’s
deterrence ability on the bloc’s Eastern Flank
whilst serving as a catalyst for further talks to keep
U.S. forces in Europe. With Europe’s welcoming
Washington’s claims, U.S. top officials would win
greater room for maneuver in Asia, a recent toppriority direction for America. It is reasonable that EU
states, chiefly Germany, France, and Italy, take firm
action to align their defense spendings with what
NATO member states had pledged in Newport. But
these should occur independently of Washington’s
expectations or any threats that arise from Russia’s
belligerent policy, terrorism, or uncontrolled
migration. With an increase in defense potential
throughout Europe, its countries could sail closer
towards a strategic autonomy, a long-term goal
for the European Union, France, and Germany.
At the heart of strategic autonomy lies an ability
to both formulate and enforce international norms as opposed to just adapting to what global powers
like the United States, China and Russia would do.

But whilst making efforts to independently shape
foreign policy, no one should overlook that hefty
transatlantic ties mean security across the continent,
particularly from a perspective on NATO’s Eastern
Flank states. That factor is of top-priority importance
- as both the Russian Federation and the People’s
Republic of China are setting eyes on what is known
as double decoupling of the Euro-Atlantic club63.
First, the goal could be to immanently thwart U.S.
influence in European policy in a move that would
empower Russia and China to pursue their political
agenda more freely, impair NATO’s military potential,
and shrink Europe’s support for Washington in its
global clash with China. With double decoupling,
a whole array of rifts within Europe would emerge
whilst EU-wide decision-making processes would see
a set of considerable impediments. In this, the top
goal would be to put light on chasms between NATO’s
Eastern Flank countries, or Central and Eastern
European ones, and their Western European peers.
U.S. military presence in Europe and NATO’s nuclear
sharing program is a must to maintain credible
security guarantees for the Alliance’s eastern flank
countries.
What is somewhat worrisome in the light of these
are Germany’s voices growing concern over NATOwide nuclear sharing program, or the pinnacle
of the bloc’s deterrence strategy that symbolizes its
unity. The country’s „grand coalition” of CDU/CSU
and SPD has declared official support64 to remain
part of the program, but some parties, including
SPD and other left-wing parties, are becoming
somewhat skeptical. In May 2020, Rolf Mützenich,
the leader of the SPD in parliament, called for
the government to force the U.S. military to remove
its nuclear weapons from German territory, and he
labeled the nuclear sharing policy „a Cold War-era
relic,” adding this „impairs Germany’s security in lieu
of safeguarding it”65.

60 Department of Defense, Military and Security Developments Involving the People’s Republic of China 2019,
61 Eric Heginbotham et all., The US-China Military Scorecard: Forces, Geography, and the Evolving Balance of Power, RAND Corporation
2015, xxxi; Ashley J. Tellis, Uphill Challenges: China’s Military Modernization and Asian Security, The National Bureau of Asian Research,
Washington D.C 2012;
62 National Defense Strategy Commission, Providing for the Common Defense: The Assessment and Recommendations of the National
Defense Strategy Commission, November 2018, p. 14
63 Martin Svárovský, Not the Defeat of the West but Double Decoupling Is The Strategic Goal of Russia, European Values, 2019, https://
www.europeanvalues.net/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Not-the-defeat-of-the-West-but-double-decoupling-is-the-strategic-goal-ofRussia.pdf.
64 Koalitionsvertrag zwischen CDU, CSU und SPD, Presse- und Informationsamt der Bundesregierung, https://www.bundesregierung.de/
breg-de/themen/koalitionsvertrag-zwischen-cdu-csu-und-spd-195906
65 Hans Montah, SPD fordert Abzug aller US-Atomwaffen aus Deutschland, „Es wird Zeit, dass Deutschland die Stationierung zukünftig
ausschließt“, Der Tagesspiegel, May 3 2020, https://www.tagesspiegel.de/politik/spd-fordert-abzug-aller-us-atomwaffen-ausdeutschland-es-wird-zeit-dass-deutschland-die-stationierung-zukuenftig-ausschliesst/25794070.html
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Suffice it to say that since the climax of the Cold
War-era rivalry, NATO reduced its Europe-based
nuclear66 stockpile by 90 percent, with 20–30 B61
gravity bombs now reportedly stored at Büchel Air
Base67. Thus the German politician’s words come
as yet another episode of a debate on air force
upgrade programs to sustain an ability to carry
nuclear load. In 1979, Germany’s Bundeswehra got
Tornado combat aircraft that added an ability to carry
B61 gravity bombs to NATO-wide stockpile. As forty
years passed since then, the German military is now
making efforts to replace its ageing jets yet German
industrial circles stood firmly against purchasing
U.S.-made F-35 aircraft. Both them as well as French
authorities are in favor of developing Europe’s
domestic production. What came as a solid argument
against were plans to develop the billions-worth
Future Combat Air System, or FCAS, program, aimed
at designing a new jet to replace the Eurofighter,
Rafale/F-18 by 2040. The joint German-FrenchSpanish initiative is likely to get funds from both
PESCO and EDF. If Germany actually buys F-35s, this
would seriously stretch its defense budget and put
into question further works on a new multirole aircraft.
In April 2019, the country was reportedly getting
close to settling on split purchase of 90 Eurofighter
Typhoons and 45 Boeing F/A-18 (30 E/F Super
Hornets), and 15 capable electronic warfare EA-18G
Growlers to replace its aging fleet. Berlin’s purchase
of ageing F/A-18s and Eurofighters was nothing
but a compromise amidst U.S. years-long refusal
to certify the Eurofighter for nuclear missions. With
the purchase of F/A-18 jets, countries would boost
their ability to participate in nuclear sharing, and new
batches of Eurofighters could solidify both the air
force and send a stimulus to domestic arms industry.
Also, German air forces could sustain an ability
to carry out SEAD (suppressing enemy air defense)
and EW (electronic warfare)68 operations.

A serious hurdle to tighten transatlantic ties would
be the rise in negative attitudes to the United States
and also NATO amongst the Germans. According
to a 2019 YouGov survey for the German DPA news
agency, 55 percent of Germans said that in the case
of an attack, they would want European NATO
nations to defend themselves without support
from the United States69. Also, the poll found that
54 percent of respondents were in favor of limited
isolation and a bigger scope of international
cooperation. A 2018 survey made by the same
pollster showed that 42 percent of Germans would
be happy if the U.S. pulled its troops out of their
country. In particular, voters for the far-left Die
Linke and far-right Alternative für Deutschland
(AfD) wanted an end to U.S. army bases, with 67
percent and 55 percent, respectively, saying the U.S.
Army should quit German soil70. Such unwillingness
to bolster military capabilities portrays the crawling
rate of increase in defense spending. Contrary
to what NATO member states had vowed in Newport
in 2014, German Defense Minister Annegret KrampKarrenbauer said in November 2019 that Germany
would align with the 2 percent guideline by 2031,
and not 2024 as earlier promised71. On June 24,
2020, whilst Polish President Andrzej Duda met
with Donald Trump in Washington, the German top
defense official was a guest of an Atlantic Council
webinar where she raised doubts whether GDP
figures are an adequate indicator for collective
security72. Both negative stance amongst German
citizens and economic slowdown - according to IMF
estimates, Germany’s economy is poised to see a 7.8
percent slump later in 2020 - make this goal roughly
attainable within the designed time limit.

66 NATO’s nuclear deterrence policy and forces, NATO, April 16 2020, https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/topics_50068.htm
67 Hans M. Kristensen & Matt Korda United States nuclear forces, 2019, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, 75:3, 2019, 122-134, DOI:
10.1080/00963402.2019.1606503
68 Crisis Like No Other, An Uncertain Recovery. World Economic Outlook Update, IMF, June 2020, https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/
WEO/Issues/2020/06/24/WEOUpdateJune2020
69 Davis Van Opdorp, Germans in favor of ‘reducing reliance’ on US, Deutsche Welle, December 3 2019, https://www.dw.com/en/germansin-favor-of-reducing-reliance-on-us/a-51510739
70 Almost half of Germans want US army to leave the country, The Local, July 11 2018, https://www.thelocal.de/20180711/almost-half-ofgermans-want-us-army-to-leave-the-country
71 Robin Emmot, Germany commits to NATO spending goal by 2031 for first time, Reuters, November 7 2019, https://www.reuters.com/
article/us-germany-nato/germany-commits-to-nato-spending-goal-by-2031-for-first-time-idUSKBN1XH1IK
72 A conversation with German Defence Minister Annegret Kramp-Karrenbauer on resilience and the transatlantic alliance, Atlantic Council,
June 24 2020, https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/event/a-conversation-with-german-defence-minister-annegret-kramp-karrenbauer-onresilience-and-the-transatlantic-alliance/
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Yet doubts on how the Alliance works go far beyond
just the United States and Germany. In his October
2019 interview for The Economist, French President
Emmanuel Macron noted that „what we are currently
experiencing is the brain death of NATO”73, urging
that EU countries align their defense policies
to boost strategic autonomy. In the interview,
Macron decried Donald Trump’s unilateralist policy
in northern Syria, along with pulling U.S. troops out
of the country. In May 2018, the French leader also
called the U.S. decision to quit its nuclear deal with
Iran a “mistake”74. Asked whether he still believed
in the Article 5 of NATO’s founding Treaty, under
which an attack against one member is considered
an offense against all, Macron answered: “I don’t
know.” Efforts to undermine the ability of NATO
member states to meet their commitments roughly
two months before the summit on the bloc’s 70th
anniversary sent shockwaves throughout other
NATO countries. German Chancellor Angela Merkel
admitted that the Alliance had some problems, but
she ascertained her not being enthusiastic of Macron’s
stance. „Transatlantic partnership is indispensable
for us,” she said, making a strong point on the top
importance of U.S.-German ties. Polish Prime Minister
Mateusz Morawiecki was much more critical
of Macron’s statement. In an interview for Financial
Times, he called Macron’s questioning of whether its
members could still be counted on to defend each
other „dangerous”75. Morawiecki also pointed out
that differences in the strategic perception of Russia’s
role might be due to the fact that President Macron
„does not feel the hot breath of the Russian bear
on his neck”. What the European leader said outlines
difference both at the U.S.-Europe level, as well
as between some EU states. Most fresh NATO member
states that joined the military bloc past 1999 eye
Russia as the top source of instability regionwide,
as best exemplified by Moscow’s armed offensive
in Georgia and Ukraine. Quite the contrary, their
Western European peers do not see Moscow as a risk;
instead, it is rather a troublesome partner, cooperation
with whom could offer tangible benefits to both
German and French industry.

For some French and German officials, Russia’s
diplomatic and economic isolation restrains both
Berlin’s and Paris’s room for strategic maneuver.
For his part, Emmanuel Macron has an ambition
to resume France’s and EU’s strategic subjectivity
in an effort that could prompt a restrained role
of the United States in the EU-wide security policy.
In his February 7, 2020, speech at École de Guerre,
Macron said Europe’s security thus depends on its
ability to involve itself more autonomously in its
Eastern and Southern neighbourhood. Europe-wide
stability requires far more than „the comfort provided
by a transatlantic convergence with the United
States,” the French leader was quoted as saying76.
Also, the French president suggested that the nuclear
umbrella be extended over Europe to gradually limit
Europe’s reliance on the U.S. security guarantees
and boost European independence. The first step
to put this onto a right path would consist in forging
a „strategic dialogue” between France and other
EU states that hold interest in military partnership.
Macron’s proposal is yet another French initiative
next to PESCO and the European Defence Fund that
is poised to strengthen Europe’s position and restore
its subjectivity in relations with Washington, according
to the Paris-made narrative.
French-made initiatives, albeit based on some rational
premises, are ill-targeted, with their aim to satisfy
Paris’s ambitions with no account on what might
happen if transatlantic ties fall apart. These evergrowing fissures might eventually prompt the U.S.
withdrawal from Europe as evidenced by a baffling
proposal made in June 2020 by outgoing U.S.
president Donald Trump. Emmanuel Macron’s push
to ease strained ties with Moscow, which does not
take into account other NATO countries’ stance, is by
no means a successful solution to new challenges
that the bloc should confront. In this, what comes
as the biggest hurdle are efforts to undermine
France’s credibility as an ally of Central and Eastern
European states that must directly confront a threat
from Russia.

73 Emmanuel Macron in his own words (English), The Economist, November 7 2019, https://www.economist.com/europe/2019/11/07/
emmanuel-macron-in-his-own-words-english
74 The Latest: Macron calls US exit from Iran deal a ‘mistake’ , Associated Press, May 9 2018, https://apnews.com/
bb6dd8120b824d529132bcd9ba9e612b/The-Latest:-Macron-calls-US-exit-from-Iran-deal-a-’mistake’
75 Poland’s prime minister brands Macron ‘irresponsible’ on Nato, Financial Times, November 10 2019, https://www.ft.com/content/
a0a71b16-03a1-11ea-a984-fbbacad9e7dd
76 Speech Of The President Of the Republic on the Defense and Deterrence Strategy, 7 February 2020.
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Some incongruence on the fate of NATO and its ties
with Russia boils down to an array of distinct stances
on the Common Security and Defense Policy, or CSDP.
There is a noticeable rift into France and Germany
- with both being strongly committed to EU-made
initiatives - and Central and Eastern Europe, a Polandled club that sees these projects as little practical.
In the eyes of countries bordering EU’s and NATO’s
Eastern Flank, the U.S.-supported military bloc
provides security guarantee.
With these, to preserve the Alliance’s coherence
is to reach a compromise on China between the bloc’s
European member states and the United States.
At a NATO summit in April 2019, Mike Pence, U.S.
Vice President, declared: „perhaps the greatest
challenge NATO will face in the coming decades
is how we must all adjust to the rise of the People’s
Republic of China.” Later in that speech, he urged
U.S. allies to adjust their stances to ongoing shifts
in Washington’s policy.
A hefty cooperation between the United States and its
EU allies is the pillar of an effective stance on Beijing.
Amongst the initiatives that should be developed
is the European Deterrence Initiative, or EDI77,
a program initiated back in June 2014 by then U.S.
President Barack Obama as a trans-Atlanticist’s
response to Russia’s annexation of Crimea. In 2020,
the Defense Department’s budget requests include
$6.5 billion for the European Deterrence Initiative78.
An important element of military cooperation
should also be joint exercises of the troops of NATO
countries, such as the Defender Europe, Combined
Resolve or Sabre Strike, to be held regularly79.
It is of utmost importance to develop other NATOendorsed military initiatives like the Enhanced
Forward Presence, or EDP, and NATO Response
Forces, including Very High Readiness Joint Task
Force, known as VJTF.

The United States should uphold its commitments
across Europe not only for the sake of transatlantic
solidarity, but also for its own interests. The U.S.
military presence throughout Europe is key for
maintaining power projection both there and in North
Africa. U.S. military bases and their stabilizing
influence should come as one of the top arguments
in favor of a U.S.-friendly policy as pursued by NATO’s
Eastern Flank countries. If Washington ordered to pull
out its troops from Europe, in either a total or a partial
withdrawal, this could carve out a niche for Russiandesigned security architecture throughout the region
while diminishing U.S. political influence on European
states. A reduction in U.S. military engagement would
most likely lead to an economic rapprochement
between the European Union and China and,
as a consequence, diminish the U.S. strategic position.
Hence Trump’s June decision to take out 9,500
troops of Germany comes in the negative light. Some
would be sent to the United States while others to other countries, with Poland as the most serious
candidate80. Mike Pompeo, who serves as the U.S.
Secretary of State, said the White House is reviewing
the global deployment of its forces to counter
the threat posed by China to India, Malaysia,
Indonesia, and the Philippines81. Yet this is now
in limbo, having earned the ire of both major allies
as well as Republican and Democratic82 politicians.
Besides, in the November 2020 presidential run-off,
Joe Biden is now the real frontrunner, poised to get
306 electoral college votes, leaving Trump with
132 votes (as of July 14)83. Whoever wins the U.S.
presidential runoff later this year, the United States
will not step down from its confrontational course
towards China. If Biden wins, his administration
will focus on multilateral mechanisms and make
an attempt to rebuild trust in Washington-EU ties.
But Trump’s victory could boil down to one thing:
Washington’s assertive course towards Berlin
and Paris in an effort to bolster America’s relations
with NATO’s Eastern Flank states, mainly Poland.

77 Before 2017, its official name was the European Reinforcement Initiative (ERI) - till 2017
78 Artur Kacprzyk, European Deterrence Inititiative – Record and Perspectives, Bulletin PISM 118(2050), June 4 2020, https://pism.pl/
publications/The_European_Deterrence_Initiative__Record_and_Perspectives
79 U.S. Army Europe, Exercises, https://www.eur.army.mil/Exercises/
80 Remarks by President Trump and President Duda of the Republic of Poland in Joint Press Conference, The White House, June 24 2020,
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/remarks-president-trump-president-duda-republic-poland-joint-press-conference-3/
81 US reviewing military shift to counter China’s threat to India, other countries: Mike Pompeo, India Today, June 26 2020,
https://www.indiatoday.in/india/story/us-reviewing-military-shift-to-counter-china-threat-to-india-other-countries-mikepompeo-1692809-2020-06-26
82 Zachary Cohen, Jeremy Herb, Ryan Browne, Dozens of Republicans urge Trump not to cut number of US troops in Germany, CNN, June
9 2020, https://edition.cnn.com/2020/06/09/politics/republicans-trump-troops-germany/index.htmlOlivia Beavers and Rebecca Kheel,
Trump’s move to pull troops from Germany draws bipartisan warnings, https://thehill.com/policy/defense/503046-trumps-move-topull-troops-from-germany-draws-bipartisan-warnings
83 Trump vs Biden: who is leading the 2020 US election polls?, Financial Times, July 7 2020, https://ig.ft.com/us-election-2020/
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IV

BETWEEN ECONOMIC AND SECURITY
INTERESTS – THE 5G ISSUE

T

he fifth-generation (5G) technology rollout
is a key issue in transatlantic ties that is bound
to infuse U.S.-China rivalry. A whole discussion
on cutting-edge technology puts U.S.-European
relations to the test while throwing a spotlight
on the top-priority military and economic dilemmas.
The 5G mass-scale rollout will yet boil down to major
quality changes as regards throughput, delays,
and the number of connected devices. The fifthgeneration network is expected to increase data
transfer capacity as much as a hundredfold, while
being able to reliable connect up to a hundred devices
more within the IoT84. This unlocks limitless potential,
affecting virtually all economy-related spheres,
including stock market analysis, driverless vehicles,
smart grid, smart home, as well as intermachine
communication, and the entertainment industry.
In its 2019 report, the McKinsey Global Institute
wrote that artificial intelligence, across 19 selected
industries, could have a potential annual value
between $3.5 trillion and $5.8 trillion85. This could
add $565 billion to global GDP from 2020 and 2034,
according to the 2018 GSMA paper86. Whether
the 5G rollout will see a big commercial success
depends on the pace of digital changes in areas like
social contacts, services, and production processes.

Available forecasts say that potential logistic
and economic benefits will push any economic
activity further towards digital solutions, a move that
marks an inevitable tendency worldwide. In a report,
the Global System for Mobile Communications
Association (GSMA) said the number of global IoT
connections will grow to 25 billion by 2025 from
7.5 billion in 201787. According to new analysis
from IHS Markit, the number of connected Internet
of Things (IoT) devices worldwide will rise from
nearly 27 billion in 2017 to 125 trillion in 203088.
Yet some methodology-related issues in available
analyses make it challenging to determine economic
potential of the brand-new 5G technology. According
to available data, this could serve as a key tool for
emerging digital economies. The 5G infrastructure
rollout is by far the biggest and most lucrative project
in the ICT sector, prompting Chinese companies to set
their foot in while gaining a top leading position
worldwide.
EU top officials have noticed how important the 5G
technology could be to strengthen the competitiveness
of economies and build human-based capital,
as reflected in official agendas and other initiatives.

84 China’s High-Tech Development, https://www.uscc.gov/sites/default/files/2019-09/Chapter%204%20Section%201-%20Next%20
Generation%20Connectivity_0.pdf, s. 441.
85 Sanjay Kaniyar, Kapil Bhushan Srivastava, Ross Tisnovsky, Driving impact at scale from automation and AI, Mc Kinsey, 2019, s. 18.
86 GSMA, Study on Socio-Economic Benefits of 5G Services Provided in mmWave Bands, December 2018
87 GSMA, The Internet of Things by 2025, August 2018, https://www.gsma.com/iot/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/GSMA-IoTInfographic-2019.pdf.
88 IHS Markit, The Internet of Things: a movement, not a market, https://cdn.ihs.com/www/pdf/IoT_ebook.pdf
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In Shaping Europe’s Digital Future, 5G-related
solutions are referred to as „one of the most
critical building blocks of our digital economy
and society in the next decade”89. In June 2018,
the European Commission teamed up with industry
representatives to form the 5G Infrastructure Public
Private Partnership (5G PPP). In it, the platform seeks
to implement the 5G technology to provide quality
connections for „7 trillion wireless devices serving
over 7 billion people”90.
The authorities in Washington agree with the EU’s
assessment, and the need to rapidly construct
a robust and unreliable 5G infrastructure – a driving
force for the whole economy in the years that come.
The National Strategy to Secure 5G emphasises
the dimension of cooperation with like-minded
partners and allies for eliminating threats from
third parties, here Huawei and the People’s
Republic of China. Under this, U.S. authorities
will „work aggressively with the private sector,
as well as like-minded partners and allies to foster
and promote the research, development, testing,
and evaluation of new technologies and architectures
that advance the state-of-the-art technology for
5G and beyond”91. Though in a 2012 government
paper, doubts emerged over Huawei and ZTE’s part
in the 5G rollout, it was not until Donald Trump’s
administration that took firm steps to exclude
them from that. Under the 2018 National Defense
Authorization Act92, government agencies would
be prohibited from using technology provided by
Huawei and ZTE. The ban went into effect over
the next two years. On May 15, 2019, President
Trump issued an executive order giving the U.S.
Department of Commerce powers93 to block Chinese
telecom giant Huawei from selling its telecoms gear
and services in the United States. The Chinese firm
– as well as 70 affiliates – was added to the socalled Entity List in a move that barred them from
doing business in the United States unless they have
a special license.

In May, August, November, and March, Huawei
has got five 45-day reprieves to provide Android
updates for its devices purchased before the ban
was imposed. On May 15, 2020, the U.S. Department
of Commerce extended the license for another 90
days.
The U.S. authorities are keen to completely bar
the Chinese top tech vendors Huawei and ZTE from
supplying fifth-generation gear for three reasons.
The first is to bring further Chinese economic
expansion to a halt - as Chinese businesses
are a driving force behind Beijing’s economic
and military power. The whole process brings about
an increased competition for U.S.-based firms while
sustaining China’s superpower-like pursuits. Officials
in Washington are thus seeking to curb Chinese
companies’ involvement and their earnings wherever
possible.
Secondly, efforts are made to wipe out any tactics
to infiltrate telecoms networks. Despite conflicting
signals from different institutions and experts94,
it should be considered that equipment provided by
Huawei or ZTE could be used for espionage activities
by the Chinese security services. „Our experience has
shown that Huawei’s cybersecurity and engineering
quality is low and its processes opaque”, UK-based
National Cyber Security Center wrote in a report95.
As Chinese participation lowers, U.S. and European
intelligence services could be able to exchange
information in a far more secure manner.
Thirdly, U.S. authorities are fearful of deepened
economic intertwines between China and the European
Union, and thus Brussels might take on a milder stance
on Beijing and its feats. This is what prevents EU
states from developing a coherent approach. Huawei’s
stronger market position and its further cooperation
with Europe’s biggest telecoms firms will further
aggravate the whole situation.
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Shaping Europe’s digital future, European Commission, June 23 2020, https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/towards-5g
The 5G Infrastructure Public Private Partnership, https://5g-ppp.eu/.
The White House, The National Strategy to Secure 5G of the United States of America, March 2020.
US Congress, H.R.5515 - John S. McCain National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2019.
The White House, Executive Order on Securing the Information and Communications Technology and Services Supply Chain, May 15
2019, https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-securing-information-communications-technology-servicessupply-chain/
94 Colin Lecher and Russel Brandom, Is Huawei a Security Threat? Seven Experts Weigh In, The Verge, March 17, 2019, https://www.
theverge.com/2019/3/17/18264283/huawei-security-threat-experts-china-spying-5g
95 “our experience has shown that Huawei’s cybersecurity and engineering quality is low and its processes opaque.” NCSC advice on the
use of equipment from high risk vendors in UK telecoms networks, NCSC, January 28 2020, https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/guidance/ncscadvice-on-the-use-of-equipment-from-high-risk-vendors-in-uk-telecoms-networks#section_5
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The EU’s ultimate position as well as that of its member
states over Huawei’s share in the 5G market stir up
an array of controversies. In October 2019, the Council
of the European Union wrote in the report: „these
security challenges are also linked to the greater
access of third-party suppliers”96. The report outlines
a raft of risks linked to third-party suppliers that
could proceed under non-transparent and murky
rules. Despite calls to push through extra control
and security tools, the paper does not exclude Huawei
from co-creating the digital infrastructure. That
could be a compromise between data transmission
security and U.S. demands as well as telecoms circles
and economic interests. Published in January 2020,
the EU Toolbox for 5G Security, another EU-wide paper,
struck a similar tone97.
EU states have not yet developed a transnational
consensus, but more and more are taking
on a harsher stance on China and its Huawei.
Between 2019 and 2020, Estonia, Latvia,
Poland, and Romania signed joint declarations
on the 5G rollout with the United States. In line
with Washington’s policy, these could be viewed
as a being part of the pathway towards tightened
security and scrutiny over plausible telecoms
suppliers. In their reports, Central and Eastern
European intelligence agencies exhibited a low
level of confidence for Chinese investments. In its
2020 paper, Estonian special services warned that
„the potential use of China’s foreign investment for
political purposes and the possible development
of technological dependency are increasing threats
to Estonia’s security,” while „the threat of Chinese
technology is strategic and will be revealed
in the long term”98.

The dangers of Chinese capital investments are
also highlighted by the Lithuanian service analysis:
„China’s pursuit of technological advantage
and its penetrating investment activities increase
the vulnerability of other states and pose the risk
of losing control over the critical infrastructure”99.
In a December 2018 report, the Czech Republic’s
National Cyber and Information Security Agency
overtly stated that “the use of technical or program
tools of the following companies [Huawei and ZTE],
including their subsidiary companies, poses a threat
to the cyber security”100.
On July 14, after months-long speculation, the UK
government banned Huawei from its emerging
5G telecoms network. Also, under the blueprint
agreed by Boris Johnson, operators will not be able
to add any new Huawei components to their 5G
networks from December 31, 2021, onwards. Besides,
operators have been given until 2027 to remove
existing Huawei equipment from their 5G networks.
The sweeping UK-made move might set a precedent
for other EU governments that have not yet taken
a decision.
Both within the transatlantic community
and in partnership with EU’s key Asian partners,
there should emerge a bloc of countries keen
to develop digital and telecoms-based cooperation.
If the 5G telecoms network relies upon solutions
offered by tech giants like Ericsson, Nokia, Samsung,
Verizon, Qualcomm, or Cisco, making the whole
digital infrastructure safe and ensuring a top position
in the ICT segment.
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EU coordinated risk assessment of the cybersecurity of 5G networks, NIS Cooperation Group, October 10 2019, p. 31.
The EU toolbox for 5G security, European Commission,
International Security and Estonia 2020, https://www.valisluureamet.ee/pdf/raport-2020-en.pdf.
State Security Department of the Republic ff Lithuania National Threat Assessment 2020, https://www.vsd.lt/wp-content/uploads/
2020/02/2020-Gresmes-En.pdf
100 National Cyber and Information Security Agency, 110-536/2018, December 17, 2018, Brno, https://www.govcert.cz/download/kii-vis/
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V

EU-U.S. ECONOMIC RELATIONS
AMIDST TRADE WAR WITH CHINA

T

he European Union remains by far the biggest
economic partner for the United States, with
hefty trade and investment ties. In 2019, both
noted $850 billion in trade, doubling the figures from
the early twenty-first century101. The past two decades
have seen steady growth yet gravely tormented by
the 2007–2011 global crisis. A recession in the United
States (–0.1 percent in 2007 and –2.5 percent in 2008)
and in the Euro area (–4.5 percent in 2009, –0.89
percent in 2012, and –0.25 percent in 2013) triggered
an economic downturn. In 2011, their trade went back
to the 2008 baseline, with yearly growth sometime
later on, despite trade war-related obstacles.
What is a structural feature of the U.S.-EU trade ties
is Washington’s negative balance - like in the case
of China. Once Donald Trump took office in 2017,
he set a plan to diminish his country’s trade deficit
with China and the European Union, a guarantee for
U.S. producers. His America First policy and tariffs
on steel and aluminium (March 2018) did not lower
trade figures or deficit. Between 2017 and 2019,
the value of trade went up to $851.9 billion from
$718.5 billion while deficit - to $178.48 billion from
$151.57 billion.

What played their role were services: according
to U.S. data, in 2018, they hit $452 billion in EUU.S. trade. Unlike trade in this segment, the U.S.
economy saw a positive balance of $60 billion
due to its $256 billion worth of export, including
$196 billion in services102. Also, data provided by
Eurostat, the statistical office of the European
Union, does not overlap with that from U.S. Census
Bureau. According to it, in 2018, the European
Union imported €196.2 billion and exported €179.4
billion worth of services, with its deficit being €16.8
billion103.
What comes as the pillar of trade relations between
the United States and the European Union are
investment flows, with virtually no equivalent
anywhere in the world. The total value of U.S.
investments throughout the EU-27, or €1.8 trillion,
is three times higher than all around Asia. EU
investment in the U.S. (€2.18 trillion) is around
eight times the amount of EU investment in India
and China together104. Consistent with data from
the United States Census Bureau, the EU-27
earmarked $2.035 trillion in investments throughout
the United States, while the latter allocated $2.512
trillion in the European Union105.

101 Trade in Goods with European Union, United States Census Bureau, https://www.census.gov/foreign-trade/balance/c0003.html
102 US Office of the United States Trade Representative, European Union, https://ustr.gov/countries-regions/europe-middle-east/europe/
european-union
103 European Commission, United States, https://ec.europa.eu/trade/policy/countries-and-regions/countries/united-states/
104 European Commission, United States, https://ec.europa.eu/trade/policy/countries-and-regions/countries/united-states/
105 Shayerah Ilias Akhtar, U.S.-EU Trade and Investment Ties: Magnitude and Scope, Congressional Research Service, Updated February 18,
2020. https://fas.org/sgp/crs/row/IF10930.pdf
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The UK’s quitting of the European Union, or Brexit,
will partially diminish these figures due to London’s
crucial role in channeling investment flows.
In 2018, the U.S. investments made in the United
Kingdom were valued at approximately $758
billion, and the foreign direct investments from
the UK in the United States amounted to some $561
billion106.
Data shows a positive trend in U.S.-EU trade ties yet
since 2017, there has emerged an array of differences
on economic policy. In March 2018, the United States
imposed tariffs of 25 percent on steel and 10 percent

on aluminum, effectively placing a tax on every
foreign shipment of those metals into the United
States and exacerbating ties with the European Union.
Trump administration officials were also considering
whether to impose a new tariff barrier on car imports
from Europe. In a tit-for-tat move, in June 2018,
the European Union went ahead with new duties
on $2.8 billion worth of U.S. goods. Both lively talks
and Jean-Claude Juncker’s travel to Washington
yet brought a tangible outcome: on July 25, 2018,
the Joint EU-U.S. Statement107 was published while
Brussels accepted a list of import regulations.

106 Shayerah Ilias Akhtar, U.S.-EU Trade and Investment Ties: Magnitude and Scope, Congressional Research Service, Updated February 18,
2020. https://fas.org/sgp/crs/row/IF10930.pdf
107 Joint U.S.-EU Statement following President Juncker’s visit to the White House, European Commission, July 25t 2018, https://ec.europa.
eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/STATEMENT_18_4687
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Both sides sealed a preliminary deal, too.
Between July 2018 and April 2019, EU imports
of soybeans saw a 121 percent jump to cover 75
percent of the bloc’s whole demand. Also, Europe
has become the top destination of U.S. soybean
exports, sharing over 28 percent of the market108.
With pressure from Trump administration officials,
EU imports of U.S. LNG were up by 181 percent
between July 2018 and March 2019109. Gas imports
are of profound significance for transatlantic ties,
economic partnership, and Europe-wide energy
security. With distinct stances on China, it is essential
to develop these lines of cooperation that fit both
parties.
According to European Commission data, within
the power generation mix, gas accounts for 23.4
percent throughout Europe110. For U.S.-based
business, Europe prompts huge economic potential.
In its analyses, the International Energy Agency
(IEA) forecasts that the European Union will need
an extra 125 billion cubic meters (bcm) of natural gas
by 2025111 in a move that paves the way for U.S.sourced liquefied natural gas deliveries. The share
of the Russian Federation, the top natural gas
supplier, does not decline in imports, the report
says, with yearly exports at some 146 bcm. The EU’s
reliance on Russian-sourced energy commodities
has irked Donald Trump who reiterated Moscow’s
being the top source of instability regionwide.
Besides, whilst buying gas from Russia, European
governments offer Russian officials a constant
money flow that the Kremlin uses, among other
things, to upgrade the country’s military stockpile.
As Russia launched armed offensives in Georgia
and Ukraine, Europe’s intense trade cooperation with
Moscow erodes both the bloc’s and NATO’s official
security policies.

With Europe’s rising energy needs and pressure
from U.S. officials, an increase in LNG imports would
diminish Washington’s criticism over the bloc’s
ever-bigger dependence on Russian-sourced energy.
Diversification of energy sources also makes Central
and Eastern European countries far more secure.
Amongst the key trade issues is the European
Union’s digital taxation policy towards the largest
U.S. tech companies like Facebook, Google, Apple,
Amazon, Uber, or Netflix. The goal is to shield EU
interests when U.S. companies gain big profits whilst
avoiding their tax duties. Digital businesses’ effective
tax rate stands at 9.5 percent against an average
of 23.2 percent in the traditional European business
sectors, according to the figures from the European
Commission112. In 2016, the EU Commission accused
Apple of striking an illegal deal with Irish authorities
that allowed the tech giant to pay extremely low tax
rates and ordered to pay €13 billion113 to Ireland. Until
now, multilateral talks on digital taxation have been
conducted under the aegis of the OECD. The purpose
is „to ensure large and highly profitable Multinational
Enterprises, including digital companies, pay tax
wherever they have significant consumer-facing
activities and generate their profits,” the OECD
Secretariat wrote in a legislation proposal
on October 9, 2019114. What is the top hurdle for
a successful talks outcome are dissimilar stances
of the United States and France. Paris is making
efforts to impose a mandatory tax system worldwide
and scrap all „tax havens” globally. The United
States, for its part, was in favor of a less restrictive
measures: to let countries choose whether they want
to take part in the emerging system or not.

108 EU-U.S. Joint Statement: the United States is Europe’s main soya beans supplier with imports up by 121%, European Commission, April
16 2019, https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/IP_19_2154
109 EU-U.S. Joint Statement: Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) imports from the U.S. continue to rise, up by 181%, European Commission, March
8, 2019, https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/IP_19_1531
110 EU Energy in Figures, European Commission, August 2018, https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/99fc30eb-c06d11e8-9893-01aa75ed71a1/language-en/format-PDF/source-77059768
111 Peter Zeniewski, A long-term view of natural gas security in the European Union, International Energy Agency, March 13 2019, https://
www.iea.org/commentaries/a-long-term-view-of-natural-gas-security-in-the-european-union
112 Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council. Time to establish a modern, fair and efficient
taxation standard for the digital economy, European Commission, March 21 2018, https://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/sites/taxation/
files/communication_fair_taxation_digital_economy_21032018_en.pdf
113 State aid: Ireland gave illegal tax benefits to Apple worth up to €13 billion, European Commission, August 30 2016, https://ec.europa.eu/
commission/presscorner/detail/en/IP_16_2923
114 OECD leading multilateral efforts to address tax challenges from digitalisation of the economy, OECD, October 9, 2020, https://www.
oecd.org/tax/oecd-leading-multilateral-efforts-to-address-tax-challenges-from-digitalisation-of-the-economy.htm
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Yet EU states voiced concerns amidst too sluggish
pace of the OECD-level work, deliberately slowed
down by U.S. representatives. On January 22,
2020, government officials from France, Italy,
Spain, and the United Kingdom said such solutions
would be introduced at the state level if the OECD
failed to agree on a common stance. If a new tax
comes into effect, that would hit U.S. businesses
and their interests, thus, in a retaliatory move, Trump
administration representatives announced extra
duties on items from Europe. Speaking at the World
Economic Forum in Davos on January 22, President
Trump announced: „if we can’t make a deal, we’ll
have to put 25% tariffs on their cars”115. The export
of cars and related products is the foundation
of the German economy and related supply chains
in Central and Eastern Europe. Throughout 2018,
Germany sold $156 billion in passenger vehicles
globally, of which $21.7 billion in the United
States, its top one export direction. Auto-related
trade currently accounts for 8 percent of total
trade in goods between the European Union
and the United States, at $68 billion per year.
The United States is the number one destination for
EU-built cars, accounting for 29 percent of the total
EU export value116. U.S. Treasury Secretary Steve
Mnuchin warned EU states of Washington’s tit-fortat steps: „if people want to arbitrarily put taxes
on our digital companies we will consider putting
taxes arbitrarily on car companies”117. On June 18,
2020, the Trump administration suspended fraught
international tax negotiations with European
countries in a move that escalated economic tensions
between the United States and the European Union.
The U.S. authorities will seek to use the tools
of economic and political pressure they have
to prevent the adoption of digital taxes in European
countries. If Washington’s efforts deem successful,
the U.S. economy will see tangible effects: bigger
profits for U.S.-based tech giants.

Yet Europe could eye this move as yet another
display of unilateralism in Washington’s policy,
a stance that neglects the allies, their opinions,
and interests. Imposing taxes on big global
businesses becomes particularly vital in the time
of pandemic recession. The European Union will
need additional sources of budgetary resources
to finance its wide-ranging investment and aid
programs, with an initial value of up to €750
billion118.
With fixed trade ties should come a solution
to the U.S.-EU 16-year feud over illegal subsidies for
the world’s biggest planemakers, Boeing and Airbus.
It has been on since 2004 before the World
Trade Organization, or WTO, whose arbitrators
so far have ruled that both EU states and the U.S.
had breached trade competition rules. In 2005,
as bilateral talks failed, the WTO launched twin
probes into public support for Boeing and Airbus.
In 2009, the WTO issued an interim ruling that some
European aid provided to Airbus violated a ban
on export subsidies. In 2010, the WTO demanded
a halt to unfair aid for Airbus, including its Airbus
A380 superjumbo. In 2011, the EU lost an appeal
and is given until the end of the year to comply.
Also in 2011, a separate WTO panel partially backed
the EU and rules against aid for Boeing worth
at least $5.3 billion. A year later, the United States
lost an appel and had to halt tax reliefs for the U.S.
planemaker. In 2013, Washington state officials
approved $8.7 billion in tax breaks to try to secure
Boeing’s 777X jet. In 2014, Brussels opened a second
front in the trade battle by launching a separate
complaint against U.S. authorities and by targeting
them purely as “prohibited” subsidies. In 2016,
the WTO panel said the EU failed to comply with its
earlier rulings on Airbus and provided unauthorised
aid to the planemaker. In 2017, WTO appeal judges
reversed the ruling that the 777X tax breaks are
„prohibited.”

115 Trump threatens big tariffs on car imports from EU, Reuters January 22 2020, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-davos-meetingtrump-trade/trump-threatens-big-tariffs-on-car-imports-from-eu-if-no-trade-deal-struck-cnbc-idUSKBN1ZL1GK
116 EU-US Automobile Trade: Facts and Figures, European Automobile Manufacturers Association, March 2019, https://www.acea.be/
uploads/publications/EU-US_automobile_trade-facts_figures.pdf
117 Trump reignites trade battle with Europe over digital tax, Deutsche Welle, January 21 2020, https://www.dw.com/en/trump-reignitestrade-battle-with-europe-over-digital-tax/a-52110107
118 The EU Budget Powering the Recovery Plan for Europe, European Commission, May 27 2020, https://ec.europa.eu/info/files/eu-budgetpowering-recovery-plan-europe_en
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In the second case, the WTO largely cleared
the United States of maintaining unfair support
for Boeing but admitted it had failed to withdraw
the earlier Washington State tax breaks. Between
2018 and 2019, WTO judges said that neither
the United States nor the European Union sticked
to the WTO instructions. As part of the WTO
arbitration, the United States got permission
to tax as much as $7.5 billion of European exports;
in October 2019, Washington imposed 10 percent
duty on Airbus-delivered civil aircraft and 25
percent tariff on agricultural and other products.
In December 2019, the WTO confirmed no
constructive attitude from the European Union, thus
giving a strong card for the Trump administration
to go ahead with a fresh series of tariffs.
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The whole story shows one thing: neither party has
met its duties as a member of the WTO whilst acting
contrary to free market principles. The Covid-19
pandemic added more fuss to the entire situation
- both the United States and the European Union
will look to back domestic industries, especially
the crisis-hit aviation sector. In these circumstances,
it would be a tough challenge to work out
a compromise yet a trade agreement is a must
to rebuild ties based on respect of mutual interests.
If trade war with China escalates, Beijing will be most
interested in eroding transatlantic bonds and take
advantage of new tariffs to portray itself as a free
trade defender.
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VI

THE NORMATIVE DIMENSION
OF TRANSATLANTIC RELATIONS

C

ore values that unite Europe and the United
States train a crucial element on debate
on the future of mutual ties - both in public space
and the language of diplomacy. In their speeches, senior
officials often reaffirm their attachment to freedom,
the rule of law, civil liberties, and a democratic system119.
At the Cold War era, Western media outlets often
promoted a division into the U.S.-led „free world”
and a bloc of socialist states - a totalitarian dystopia
or „the Evil Empire,” as Ronald Reagan once put it.
After the demise of the Soviet Union in December
1991, the free-world narrative somewhat lost its
momentum: the United States and other Western
states emerged as worthy victors over communism.
Yet as globalization efforts went on, a new peril
to the United States materialized: the People’s Republic
of China. The officially binding communist ideology
and an organized system of censorship and repression
made the calls for the consolidation of the „free
world” more current than ever. In U.S. strategic papers
and remarks by Trump administration top officials,
a clash over hegemony in the Indo-Pacific region comes
as a fracas of irreconcilable systems of value120.
The normative dimension refers mostly
to the dispute over Huawei’s share in the EU-wide 5G
market. Those who are in favor for barring Chinese
firms from tender proceedings say much about

censorship operations in China. In February 2020,
a group of UK conservative MPs wrote a letter urging
to completely stop using Huawei tech gear amid
its engagement in the surveillance state in China’s
Xinjiang province, and the subjugation of the Uighur
Muslim minority. Any steps to facilitate trade
expansion of companies that uphold China’s systemic
human rights abuses go against principles advocated
by European governments and societies121. Those
who speak in favor of that argument say that
whilst selecting a ICT gear provider, at stake should
be both economic and security reasons, as well
as a the socio-political model behind the vendor. Any
decision made thus is tantamount to a civilizationrelated choice, and Western states should seek
to erode impact that authoritarian China exerts
on digital infrastructure and millions of users
worldwide122. EU states should thus bear in mind
what kind of leadership they expect and whether this
should underpin freedom or promote models based
on human rights abuse and revisionism.
In the American eyes, the moral element is of crucial
significance there; it allows partly scrapping some
economic reasons behind Huawei as a tech vendor.
The authorities in Washington are keen to boil the whole
discussion down to the axiological level where China
is immediately on a lost position. Huawei and ZTE tech

119 Mike Pence, Remarks by Vice President Mike Pence at the Munich Security Conference, February 18, 2017, The Munich Security
Conference Munich, Germany
120 The White House, National Security Strategy of the United States of America, 2017, p. 45-46; Department of State, A Free and Open
Indo-Pacific: Advancing a Shared Vision
121 Annie Fixler and Mikhael Smits, Huawei endangers Western values, The Hill, 24th January 2020.
122 John T. Watts, A Framework for an Open, Trusted, and Resilient 5G Global Telecommunications Network, Atlantic Council, March 2020,
p. 18.
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gear speaks highly of its price and quality that bring
its close to their European competitors. Also, Huawei
is capable of supplying all 5G infrastructure elements:
base transceiver stations, cables, smartphones,
or computers. If a full ban comes into effect
and a supply gap emerges, the European might see
a negative effect for its technological transformation
and a couple of delays in creating a competitive digital
economy. A ban on buying telecoms equipment
from Chinese firms would add about EUR 55 billion
to the cost of 5G networks in Europe, some analysts
say123. By completely dropping Huawei from the EU tech
market, European states would confront both technical
and political issues.
Attachment to democratic principles and human
rights is what links governments and societies
in both the United States and the European Union.
China’s passing of a new national security law
in Hong Kong earned the ire of Western nations
that claim the newly enacted law violates China’s
international commitments and pose a threat
to Hong Kong’s autonomy. On June 17, 2020, G7
and EU foreign ministers issued a statement that
encompassed these allegations124. On June 19, 2020,
members of the European Parliament adopted
a resolution condemning China’s unilateral imposition
of a new security law in Hong Kong, and called
on member states to respond, most notably by
filing a case against the Chinese government before
the International Court of Justice (ICJ)125. Brussels
and the United States agree against human rights
violations in China, although this opposition is almost
exclusively discursive.
Whilst the European Union and the United States
are both against human rights abuse, how global
leadership should be exerted is a source of strains.
Tensions ran high shortly after Donald Trump took
office, taking a whole array of controversial decisions
that undermined the policies of his predecessors.

For example, Trump ordered the United States
to withdraw from the Paris Agreement, calling
it a necessary antidote to the overreach of Obama’s
policies aimed at reducing planet-warming carbon
emissions. As society grew aware of climate
change and threw bigger support for environmentfriendly political circles, Trump’s decision stirred up
wide criticism. Europe saw Washington’s pullout
of the treaty as somewhat an egoistic move that leads
to U.S. isolationism worldwide. In a joint statement,
the leaders of France, Germany, and Italy reaffirmed
their commitment to swiftly implement the Paris
Agreement126. The United States was the sole
democratic state to qui the agreement. This delivered
a severe blow to Washington’s image of the „leader
of the free world” and defender of the liberal-based
world order.
Chinese authorities swiftly took advantage of the U.S.
withdrawal by corroborating their commitment
to accomplishing climate goals. The U.S. and China
are together responsible for 40 percent of the world’s
carbon emissions, and thus their governments hold
a proportionally bigger responsibility than any other
countries in the world. After Washington’s November
decision to leave the agreement, some even said
the U.S. was ceding the leadership of international
energy policy to the People’s Republic of China127.
From Beijing’s perspective, Donald Trump’s decision
became an opportunity to strengthen his image
as a responsible power supporting multilateral
mechanisms of international cooperation. Shortly after
the White House’s decision, Chinese Foreign Minister
Wang Yi said „China will earnestly fulfill its obligations
under the United Nations Framework Convention
on Climate Change and the Paris Agreement
and achieve the target of voluntary contributions
as scheduled”128. If Washington wants to keep its
role of a symbolic leader, it will need to show bigger
involvement in allies-backed multilateral mechanisms.

123 https://www.reuters.com/article/us-huawei-europe-gsma/europes-5g-to-cost-62-billion-more-if-chinese-vendors-banned-telcosidUSKCN1T80Y3
124 G7 Foreign Ministers’ Statement on Hong Kong, US Department of State, June 17 2020, https://www.state.gov/g7-foreign-ministersstatement-on-hong-kong/
125 MEPs call on EU to consider lawsuit against China over Hong Kong, European Parliament, June 19 2020, https://www.europarl.europa.
eu/news/en/press-room/20200615IPR81235/meps-call-on-eu-to-consider-lawsuit-against-china-over-hong-kong
126 Joint statement from Germany, Italy and France on Pres. Trump’s climate decision, https://id.ambafrance.org/Joint-statement-fromGermany-Italy-and-France-on-Pres-Trump-s-climate-decision-2528
127 Ariel Cohen U.S. Withdraws From Paris Accord, Ceding Leadership To China, Forbes, November 7th 2019, https://www.forbes.com/sites/
arielcohen/2019/11/07/us-withdraws-from-paris-accord-ceding-leadership-to-china/#3290c69773c1
128 Du Zhuoran, China’s fulfillment of Paris Agreement, https://news.cgtn.com/news/2019-12-02/China-s-fulfillment-of-Paris-AgreementM6kZj1DCko/index.html
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What pinpoints the U.S. might position is the world’s
most powerful army and its tech advantage in key
economy spheres. A key to U.S. success worldwide
was its ability to forge new alliances and create
institutions that would both bring stability and shield
Washington’s interests. Referred to as soft power,
the intangible element has yet visibly lost momentum
over the past few years. Many signs are that the U.S.
and Western share in the worldwide economy will
see a gradual slump, and so will their ability to shape
international policy. If the existing chasms persist
or deepen, the position of the Europen Union, the U.S.
and NATO will further decline in importance. If EuroAtlantic states do not align their policies, both China
and the Russian Federation would have ample room for
maneuver. With their revisionist ambitions, both Beijing
and China will make efforts to cause double decoupling
in transatlantic ties. In its core, that would make Europe
independent of the United States, with the use of any
existing chasms and rifts between EU countries.
A divided Europe could present itself as a far less
demanding competitor, allowing both China and Russia
to pursue their interests without being at risk from any
intervention from outside. It is in the EU and U.S. best
interest to seek coherence within the North Atlantic
Alliance and deepen economic and political ties
between Washington and Brussels. This would require
comeback to multilateral policy seeking to forge
a dialogue with EU allies in key security issues. Quitting
the nuclear agreement with Iran or withdrawing troops
from Syria - as decisions taken against European allies
- are a clear-cut sign: there is a need to coordinate
mutual policies far more efficiently.

A 2017 poll found that as many as 23 percent
expressed confidence in Donald Trump while 49
percent of respondents held positive evaluations
of the United States. The U.S. president scored
worst of the world’s top five leaders - Angela
Merkel, Emmanuel Macron, Vladimir Putin, Xi
Jinping, and himself. A negative tendency prevails
in Germany where the U.S. image has faded since
Trump took office. A May 2020 poll showed that 37
percent of German respondents say they prioritize
their country’s relationship with the U.S., with China
close behind at 36 percent. Also, Germans have been
critical of the U.S. moves to mitigate the Covid-19
pandemic. In a poll conducted by Kantar Public
for the German nonprofit Koerber Foundation, 73
percent stated that their opinion about the United
States had deteriorated due to the current health
crisis caused by the novel coronavirus.
With the democracy-based system, social
attitude to foreign policy plays a key role how
new guidelines are formed and put into practice.
That rose in importance with the Germany-wide
debate on nuclear sharing, an increase in defense
expenditure and military ties with the U.S.
The country saw mounting influence of left-wing
pacifist groupings that remain far skeptical over
the U.S. ever-bigger role in Germany’s policy
at home. With these highly inopportune social
trends, the U.S. authorities should make their
best to restore America’s positive image across
the EU’s most important nations. Yet with elevated
multilateral cooperation and a decline in unilateral
moves, Washington could regain all trust it has lost.

U.S. top officials should work towards an explicit goal:
to rebuild political confidence and revive a positive
view of Washington’s role. According to a 2016
PEW Research Center survey spanning worldwide,
a median of 74 percent had confidence in Barack
Obama whilst 64 percent - in the United States.
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VII

CEE AND THREE SEAS INITIATIVE –
THE AMERICAN ANCHOR
IN EUROPE?

M

yriads of issues within transatlantic ties boil
down to gaps between the United States
and the biggest Western European states
like Germany and France. Notwithstanding those,
one of the most stable elements of cooperation
in the Euro-Atlantic space are Washington’s relations
with the countries of Central and Eastern Europe,
including primarily Poland, Romania and the Baltic
States. With new challenges stemming from the rise
in Chinese power and somewhat unstable position
Western European countries, in-depth cooperation
with Central and Eastern Europe should be a must.
Friendly ties with the countries of the region, mostly
Poland - the keystone of security eastwards - might
alleviate any negative consequences that come from
divergent stances with Berlin and Paris.
At the heart of the constructive nature of mutual
contacts is record-high support for the North
Atlantic Alliance that its eastern flank nations see
as a real guarantee of security regionwide. A study
published by the Pew Research Center shows that
77 percent of people surveyed in Lithuania and 82
percent of respondents in Poland had a favourable
view of the military alliance in April 2019129. A poll by
the International Republican Institute, or IRI, found
that 85 percent of Romanians agreed, while their
stance was echoed by 73 percent of native Latvianspeaking population in Latvia130 and 71 percent
of Estonian nationals131.

From their perspective, it is predominantly the U.S.
military potential and its keenness to go ahead with
armed offensives, a proof for NATO’s credibility.
French and German-led initiatives like CSDP
or PESCO are welcomed skeptically - for these
top three reasons. The first is a fairly restrained
military potential of both France and Germany
that offers no counterbalance to Russia’s offensive
capabilities. The second is that some disbelieve
in Paris’s and Berlin’s eagerness to align with Article
5 of the NATO founding treaty. Despite the Russian
aggression against Ukraine, these countries are
striving to gradually relax their relations with Russia,
which in their perception would allow for a balanced
relationship with the United States and open fresh
export opportunities. Another bone of contention
is the Russia-to-Germany Nord Stream 2 energy
link that purposefully goes around Poland, Belarus,
and Ukraine, thus sparking further rifts between
Western Europe and the continent’s centre and east.
Despite Germany’s assurances of the pipeline being
a „purely commercial venture,” once launched,
the new gas link will decline security of the countries
in question132.
Thirdly, the Baltic States, Romania, and Poland
remained somewhat suspicious over initial efforts
to subordinate initiatives under CSDP to Western
interests of France, Germany, Italy, and Spain.

129 NATO seen favorably in member states, but few in Turkey agree, PEW Research Center, February 6 2020, https://www.pewresearch.org/
global/2020/02/09/nato-seen-favorably-across-member-states/pg_2020-02-09_nato_0-01/
130 Public Opinion in Romania May 7 –June 2 2018, International Republican Institute, https://www.iri.org/sites/default/files/final_romania_
poll_presentation.pdf
131 Juhan Kivirähk, Public Opinion and National Defence, Ordered by: Estonian Ministry of Defence, March 2018, https://www.
kaitseministeerium.ee/sites/default/files/elfinder/article_files/public_opinion_and_national_defence_2018_march_0.pdf
132 Krzysztof Kamiński, Nord Stream 2: Attack Against European Solidarity, New Direction, 2018, https://newdirection.online/2018publications-pdf/NORD_STREAM_2.pdf
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Originally, the Common Security and Defence Policy
(CSDP) was designed as the European Union’s course
of action in the fields of defense, crisis management
whilst boosting the arms industry in the bloc’s biggest
member states, and solidifying activity in Africa
and the Mediterranean133. Efforts to steer away any
attention from the developing capacity for collective
defense alongside a potential threat from the Russian
Federation were not to the liking of Eastern Flank
nations. With a series of talks and German pressure,
a way more inclusive form of cooperation was
adopted, with its core purpose to bolster CEE’s
involvement and mitigate France’s interventionist
ambitions. A revised concept comes as a positive
move, yet CSDP’s EU-level accomplishments will see
the daylight only with new tools that could serve
Central and Eastern European interests.
The low level of confidence in Germany’s and France’s
ability and to defend the eastern flank, together
with the ongoing threat from the Russian Federation
- determine the U.S.-friendly stances by Poland,
Romania, and the Baltic States. These are looking
to increase U.S. military involvement in the region,
and to take the most proactive approach to threats
and challenges eastwards. Central and Eastern
European nations are yet not homogenous, with
Czech, Slovak and Hungarian stance on the Russian
Federation gravitating closer towards Berlin, not
Warsaw.
Security cooperation is a key priority area for
the United States and these European countries.
There is a great potential to further strengthen
EU-U.S. trade relations. What might complement
military cooperation is the Three Seas Initiative,
a forum of EU states134 along an axis from the Baltic
Sea to the Adriatic Sea and the Black Sea in Central
and Eastern Europe, created back in 2015 to send
a stimulus to their joint economic projects. While
covering 28 percent of the EU’s total territory,
and with its overall population hitting roughly
114 million people, these twelve countries have
an economy estimated at some $1.6 trillion.

The region has potential to rise up the global GDP
rankings - by 2030, its gross domestic product
is poised to skyrocket by 30 percent135. These
estimates do not take into account any repercussions
caused by the pandemic; notwithstanding this,
the Three Seas nations are by far amongst the most
dynamically developing areas in the whole European
Union. Poland is the best example: between 1992
and 2019, the country witnessed uninterrupted
economic growth136, becoming one of Europe’s
most enticing investment locations137. This potential
has to a large extent remained untapped, with no
economic, energy and transport links running from
north to south.
What served an the overriding motivation
behind the Three Seas Initiative was an ambition
to scrap the East-West geopolitical axis through
an array of trade links and deals between its
member states. This may materialize with some
infrastructure investments in the areas of digital,
energy and transport, which will enable better use
of the potential of the countries bordering the Baltic,
Black and Adriatic Seas. Once implemented, a new
promising agenda will offer a brand-new economic
and transport network along the north-south
axis in a move that dwindles Western European
dominance in the EU’s economic and political life.
The Three Seas Initiative could to a great extent
contribute to regional security through efforts
to diversify energy commodities to become
independent of deliveries from Russia, as well
as build modern digital infrastructure. The rise
in the Three Seas nations’ economy will go along
an increase in their defense spendings, thus boosting
combat readiness in the Alliance’s Eastern Flank.
In 2017, Donald Trump threw support for the Three
Seas Initiative138, and his stance was later echoed
by two of his officials: Energy Secretary Rick Perry
and the country’s top diplomat Mike Pompeo, a proof
for U.S. keenness to further develop the initiative.

133 Justyna Gotkowska, Czym jest PESCO? Miraże europejskiej polityki bezpieczeństwa, „Punkt Widzenia” Nr 69, OSW, Warszawa 2018, p. 11;
Justyna Gotkowska, W stronę sojuszu wojskowego? Perspektywy europejskiej unii bezpieczeństwa i obrony
134 Austria, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Estonia, Lithuania, Latvia, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Hungary
135 Perspectives for infrastructural investments in the Three Seas region, Spot Data,
136 GDP growth (annual %) – Poland, World Bank, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.KD.ZG?locations=PL
137 How can Europe raise its game? EY Attractiveness Survey Europe, June 2019, https://www.ey.com/Publication/vwLUAssets/ey-europeattractiveness-survey-2019/$File/ey-europe-attractiveness-survey-2019.pdf
138 Madeline Farber, Read Donald Trump’s Remarks at the Three Seas Initiative Summit in Poland, Time, July 6 2017, https://time.
com/4846780/read-donald-trump-speech-warsaw-poland-transcript/
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Whether the Three Seas Initiative emerges
fruitful largely hinges on its countries’s capability
of attracting foreign-based investors to provide
necessary financing. If investments are in limbo,
cooperation between the Initiative’s member
states stagnates, pushing it to that of individual
nations. Suffice it to add that the investment needs
in the Three Seas region have been estimated at over
€570 billion by 2030139. In June 2019, Poland’s Bank
Gospodarstwa Krajowego (BGK) and EximBank
Romania set up the Three Seas Initiative Investment
Fundto provide financing. The fund’s central
administration agent is Credit Suisse Fund Services
(Luxembourg) S.A. and Fuchs Asset Management,
with Credit Suisse (Luxembourg) S.A. as a depositary
bank. An optimal solution would consist in launching
multilateral cooperation between the Three Seas
Initiative countries, the European Union, the United
States, and Japan - whose officials are keeping an eye
on the format - to develop strategically important
and cost-effective projects.
There is yet another obstacle to overcome: some
regional actors show modest involvement in the Three
Seas Initiative, dubbing it a U.S.-friendly forum
targeted at Germany140 and Russia. Poland’s being
fearful of Russia is of no concern to countries like
Austria, Hungary, and Slovakia that will remain wary
of any new initiatives that could strain ties with
Moscow. As the EU’s economical and political heart,
Germany feels alarm of the Three Seas Initiative’s
successful feats that might excessively solidify
Washington’s influence regionwide. From Berlin’s
perspective, this would be somewhat unfortunate,
especially with Washington’s divergent interests.
From 2018 onwards, German officials began to put
more emphasis on the Three Seas Initiative, making
efforts to side with the club. Eventually Berlin failed
to join, lacking support from other states, excluding
Romania. Most said that Germany might take the lead
in the initiative, while from Poland’s perspective,
it is crucial to create a block complementary
to the EU, which is, however, an independent regional
initiative.

It is worth adding that in its core, the Three Seas
Initiative was not aimed at being a competitive
body to the European Union; in lieu of that, it seeks
to complete the bloc. It is aimed at constructing
a framework between Central and Eastern European
countries and coordinating efforts to implement
regional infrastructure deals. Nonetheless, Germany’s
objection should not hurdle its investment aid.
Perhaps the German government should back
the construction of energy infrastructure in Central
and Eastern Europe, both politically and financially.
With this, German officials would at least partly regain
trust in the eyes of NATO’s Eastern Flank countries
Berlin had lost whilst agreeing on the Nord Stream 2
energy project.
As a consequence of the tilt in the U.S. strategy,
more officials are saying to reduce Washington’s
military contingents in Europe141. New energy
infrastructure and a significant increase in U.S.-made
LNG imports under the Three Seas initiative might
at least partially lower these trends whilst improving
the region’s security and its investment prospects.
The Three Seas Initiative remains at the dawn of its
development, while its further progress will depend
whether effective tools for obtaining funds are
created. In the time of deteriorating U.S.-Western
European ties, the development of the Three Seas
Initiative is an incentive for becoming a positive factor
in transatlantic relations whilst consolidating the proU.S. stance of Central and Eastern European nations.
With Beijing’s rising economic grip on Europe within
its Belt and Road and 17+1 sub-regional projects,
the Three Seas Initiative might turn into a tool
for balancing Chinese-made progress. Likewise,
it could offer an inclusive mechanism to implement
infrastructure projects throughout the region. If EuroAtlantic countries and their Japanese and South
Korean peers forge multilateral partnership, this could
present somewhat a tempting alternative to what
Beijing offers.

139 The Three Seas Initiative Investment Fund officially established, Bank Gospodarstwa Krajowego (BGK), June 7 2019
140 Michał Kokot, Wyłom w Trójmorzu. Czesi nie chcą być częścią antyniemieckiego paktu, Gazeta Wyborcza, June 19 2017, https://
wyborcza.pl/7,75399,21976040,wylom-w-trojmorzu-czesi-nie-chca-byc-czescia-antyniemieckiego.html
141 US reviewing military shift to counter China’s threat to India, other countries: Mike Pompeo, India Today, https://www.indiatoday.in/
india/story/us-reviewing-military-shift-to-counter-china-threat-to-india-other-countries-mike-pompeo-1692809-2020-06-26
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CONCLUSIONS

A

merica’s pivot towards the IndoPacific arises from the dramatic
surge of China, India, and ASEAN
nations and represents a serious challenge
to the fate of transatlantic ties.
The authorities in Washington will have
to engage additional political, economic
and military means to shield their own
advantage and stability in the region.
Whilst Europe is no longer a key region
under U.S. policy premises, its support
will be critical if Washington wishes
to emerge a victor in its clash with China.
Amongst Europe’s armies there are solely
the United Kingdom and France that
have limited capabilities of supporting
the U.S. Army. Coordinating mutual efforts
- whether these be linked to investment,
trade, technology transfers and its
standardization - would be crucial.
The current decade is critical for
the fate of transatlantic partnership.
Both the European governments
and the authorities in Washington
should reach a compromise to ensure
that the West maintains its strategic
advantage. Constructive ties will require
both a proactive stance and concessions
made by both sides in an effort to bar
China and Russia from double decoupling
of Europe and the United States.
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The U.S. should maintain pressure
on European governments to steadily sail
towards spending at least 2 percent of GDP
on defense. By boosting Europe’s actual
military capabilities, they would ease any
burden they are now bearing to ensure
security. With France’s and Germany’s
murky stance, U.S. military presence
in Europe and NATO’s nuclear sharing
program is vital to sustain credible security
guarantees for the Alliance’s eastern flank
countries. Once U.S. forces could gradually
quit Europe, countries like France,
Germany, and the United Kingdom might
add their contingents to the Baltic States
under the EFP mechanism in a showcase
of solidarity. If actually occurred, this could
beef up a sense of security throughout
the region while erasing any impression
of NATO forces quitting the Alliance’s
Eastern Flank. If any political difference
prevented Washington from keeping its
current number of troops throughout
Germany, an optimal solution would be
to redeploy them to Poland, Romania,
and the Baltics. Also, Poland could become
part of the NATO-led nuclear sharing
program as the country is soon bound
to receive a batch of F-35 jets capable
of carrying the B61 nuclear bomb.
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That could considerably boost security
on the Alliance’s eastern flank while
making an outstanding example of fulfilling
allied obligations. In lieu of unilateral
policy, officials in Washington should forge
a strategic dialogue with their European
peers. To resume the U.S. positive
image in European countries will require
coordinated efforts on climate issues, trade
policy and any challenges in the Middle
East and North Africa, or MENA. In addition
to military and economic initiatives should
come attempts to revise the U.S. image
worldwide as it deteriorated sharply past
2017.
EU nations should take measures
to maintain Huawei’s limited access
to the common market and the emerging
5G network. It is inadmissible to see EUbased companies like Nokia or Ericsson
with a 10 percent share on the Chinese
market, whilst the Chinese tech giant
Huawei faces basically no formal obstacles
in the European Union. This solution
will help European companies to build
the global position of 5G technology
leaders. EU member states will bear
the brunt of higher costs and delays
in the new technology. China is also likely
to take some tit-for-tat steps, targeting
British and German firms in the form
of either formal or informal punitive
measures. Behind these are also ethnical
considerations and security issues. Huawei
and ZTE hold tight links to Chinese
officials - with their technology being used
for censorship and surveillance. Under
an optimal scenario, a set of multilateral
tools could emerge in democratic nations
with the aim to establish a cutting-edge
and secure digital infrastructure. While
the solution presented would entail
significant costs, the potential long-term
benefits justify this direction.
EU-U.S. economic tensions are inevitable,
with these two’s competitive stance
in the pursuit of dominance in top high-tech
areas.
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Both U.S. and EU authorities should take
effort to settle dispute within the WTO
while sustaining the free flow of goods,
capital, and services. Senior officials on both
sides of the Atlantic should seek deepened
cooperation in areas like intellectual
property, technology standardization,
and combating unfair competition. In their
long-term goal, they should team up
to establish united digital economies, aimed
at bringing together any democratic states
while applying a set of adequate security
tools and respecting some core ethical
principles.
Energy cooperation with the United States
in areas like nuclear energy and liquefied
natural gas could be a positive step. With
bigger deliveries of U.S.-sourced LNG into
Europe, the authorities in Washington
will no longer lambaste European nations
over their reliance on Russian energy
commodities. With diversified energy
sources, Central and Eastern European
nations will be safer. A promising forum
would be the Three Seas Initiative, poised
to strengthen trade ties between the twelve
countries in Central and Eastern Europe
and the United States. With Beijing’s
rising economic grip on Europe within
its Belt and Road and 17+1 sub-regional
projects, the Three Seas Initiative might
turn into a tool for balancing Chinesemade progress. Likewise, it could offer
an inclusive mechanism to implement
infrastructure projects throughout
the region. If Euro-Atlantic countries
and their Japanese and South Korean peers
forge multilateral partnership, this could
present somewhat a tempting alternative
to what Beijing offers. In the time
of deteriorating U.S.-Western European ties,
the development of the Three Seas Initiative
is an incentive for becoming a positive
factor in transatlantic relations whilst
consolidating the pro-U.S. stance of Central
and Eastern European nations.
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